
ABSTRACT

Quadratic Lyapunov Theory for Dynamic Linear Switched Systems

Geoffrey B. Eisenbarth, Ph.D.

Advisor: John M. Davis, Ph.D.

In this work, a special class of time-varying linear systems in the arbitrary time

scale setting is examined by considering the qualitative properties of their solutions.

Building on the work of DaCunha [7] and Ramos [33], Lyapunov’s Second (or Direct)

Method is utilized to determine when the solutions to a given switched system are

asymptotically stable.

Three major classes of switched systems are analyzed which exhibit a con-

venient containment scheme so as to recover early results as special cases of later,

more general results. The stability of switched systems under both arbitrary and

particular switching is considered, in addition to design parameters of the time scale

domain which also imply stability. A new approach to Lyapunov theory for time

scales is then considered for switched systems which do not necessarily belong to any

class of systems, contrasting and generalizing previous results. Finally, extensions of

the contained theory are considered and a nontrivial generalization of a major result

in [1] is investigated and conjectured.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The time scale calculus (also known as calculus on measure chains) was first

introduced by Stefan Hilger in his 1989 dissertation [20] to unify and generalize

the (then) disparate fields of continuous time differential equations and uniformly

discrete time difference equations. Since then, the study of time scale dynamics has

taken off as a field in its own right with several purely mathematical developments

along with publications in a wide variety of academic fields which regularly find

diverse applications for the developed theory. In addition to shedding light on several

results from the theory of differential and difference equations, studying dynamical

systems evolving over a time scale domain provides a natural foundation for the

study of hybrid dynamics, a relatively new field which studies dynamical systems

whose time domains are allowed to exhibit a mixture of continuous and discrete

regions [25].

In addition, the study of switched systems has been a topic of increasing dis-

cussion over the past decade, evidenced by the recently published book [26], survey

paper [28], and the numerous references therein. The study of switched systems

emerged as an attempt to better understand time-varying systems, a subject for

which a comprehensive theory has remained elusive. While examining switched sys-

tems which evolve under either continuous or discrete time has led to several major

results and landmark publications, the underlying theory has yet to be fully under-

stood. In this dissertation we study how switched systems over hybrid time domains

behave, which represents a relatively new question posed in both the time scales and

switched systems literature. Both switched systems and dynamic equations on time

scales are of particular interest due to their numerable applications [8, 17, 26, 33].
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This dissertation is organized as follows. We gather in Chapter Two the nec-

essary definitions and theorems needed to apply the time scales theory towards the

study of switched systems. In particular, the concepts of stability are introduced and

the stark contrasts between the characterizations of the stability for a time-invariant

dynamic equation over continuous, discrete, and time scale domains are revealed.

Furthermore, switched systems are defined mathematically and the nuances regard-

ing their stability are addressed.

In Chapter Three we introduce our main tool for studying the stability of

switched systems, Lyapunov functions. The theory of Lyapunov functions has his-

torically been a powerful tool for studying the asymptotic stability of systems with-

out explicit knowledge of their solutions, and has regularly been applied to both

continuous and discrete systems. Both DaCunha [7] and Ramos [33] made signif-

icant advances in deriving and extending the tenants of Lyapunov theory to time

scale domains in such a way as to produce results analogous to previously established

theorems for differential and difference equations. These theorems are gathered here.

Unfortunately, Lyapunov theory for time scales as it stands is not sufficient to deal

with the problems presented in this dissertation, so we include several extended

results which will be indispensable in the proceeding chapters.

We begin our analysis of switched systems on time scales in Chapter Four,

studying so called normal switched linear systems. Even though this class of systems

comprises a relatively “small” subset of possible switched systems, certain inherent

properties of these systems allow us to derive several results. In addition, we extend

several published results regarding continuous and discrete switched systems to their

natural time scale generalization. A working understanding of how normal switched

linear systems behave will be necessary when we seek to generalize these results to

larger classes of switched systems. Finally, we introduce new questions concerning

stability that have not been addressed before and provide suitable answers.
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Chapter Five generalizes the results of the previous chapter regarding normal

switched systems to its natural extension, the study of simultaneously triangulariz-

able switched systems. In developing this theory, a generalization to time scales of

several major results in the literature of switched systems is obtained. Moreover, we

provide easily checkable conditions for when our new, more general hypotheses are

satisfied.

In Chapter Six, we obtain the most general results in the sense that they can

be applied to switched systems regardless of whether or not they are normal or

simultaneously triangularizable. We present necessary conditions based solely on

the time scale domain and how it interacts with the subsystem dynamics to imply

the existence of a Lyapunov function. In addition, we explore new singular value

conditions, and see how these directly generalize results in Chapter Four.

We close with Chapter Seven where future directions for the current research

are investigated. There are several results in this dissertation which potentially could

be extended to comprise of more general switched systems than simultaneously tri-

angular ones, which has been done solely in the context of continuous time dynamics.

However, the necessary theory to develop them in the time scales setting has not

been established, so we also gather here a conjecture to be further researched.
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CHAPTER TWO

General Definitions and Theorems

2.1 Time Scale Preliminaries

The basic definitions and theorems regarding time scale calculus and the study

of dynamic equations are gathered here. We only include that which is relevant for

the development of the theory in this dissertation; for a more in-depth survey of the

topic, the reader is referred to [3].

Definition 2.1. A time scale T is any closed subset of R. Given a point t ∈ T, its

successor is given by

σ(t) := inf{s ∈ T : s > t},

and its predecessor is

ρ(t) := sup{s ∈ T : s < t}.

The forward graininess at a point t ∈ T is defined as

µ(t) := σ(t)− t,

while the backwards graininess is similarly defined as

ν(t) := t− ρ(t),

with inf ∅ := supT and sup ∅ := inf T. Furthermore, a time scale is said to be

discrete if µ(t) > 0 for all t ∈ T.

We refer to σ : T → T as the forward jump operator and ρ : T → T as the

backwards jump operator. When dealing with functions over time scale domains, the

following notation is often used:

fσ(t) := (f ◦ σ)(t) = f(σ(t)).
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Throughout this dissertation, unless specified otherwise, the term “graininess” will

refer to the forward graininess. In addition, because we examine the asymptotic

activity of systems evolving over a time scale, we will assume that every time scale

is unbounded above.

Definition 2.2. An element t ∈ T is called right-dense if σ(t) = t and right-scattered

if σ(t) > t. Similarly, points can be classified as either left-dense or left-scattered

depending on the relationship of t and ρ(t).

By this definition, a time scale is discrete if and only if t is right- or left-

scattered for all t ∈ T. The necessary definitions have now been given to define a

differential operator for functions with time scale domains.

Definition 2.3. The time scale or delta derivative of a function f(t) : T→ R is given

by

f∆(t) =
fσ(t)− f(t)

µ(t)
,

and is to be interpreted in the limit sense as µ→ 0+ when µ(t) = 0.

This definition of the delta derivative generalizes both the classical differential

operator and the forward difference operator in the sense that when T = R it follows

that f∆(t) = f ′(t), and when T = Z, f∆(t) = ∆f(t) := f(t+ 1)− f(t). As a result,

the study of dynamic equations using the time scale calculus is considered a direct,

unifying theory of both differential and difference equations.

Associated with each point in a given time scale is a particular open set of

the complex plane, called the Hilger circle. These sets play an important role in the

stability theory of the proceeding chapters.

Definition 2.4. Given a time scale T, we define the Hilger circle at time t ∈ T as

follows. If µ(t) > 0, then

H(t) :=

{
z ∈ C :

∣∣∣∣z +
1

µ(t)

∣∣∣∣ < 1

µ(t)

}
.
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When t ∈ T is such that µ(t) = 0, the Hilger circle is defined according to the

limiting behavior of H(t) as µ(t)→ 0 to be

H(t) := {z ∈ C : Re(z) < 0} .

Although the region described above is either the open interior of a circle in

the complex plane (when µ(t) > 0) or the open left-half plane (when µ(t) = 0), the

convention in the literature is to refer to the sets as Hilger circles at time t. While

these sets are generally thought of as associated with specific points in the time scale,

they are defined only in terms of the graininess at that point. As it will become

necessary later on to refer to the geometry of Hilger circles without an underlying

time scale being specified, we will denote by Hµ the Hilger circle associated with a

specific graininess µ.

When there exists a maximum time scale graininesses, there also exists an

associated smallest Hilger circle (denoted Hmin) which is the intersection of all the

Hilger circles for a given time scale; this Hilger circle is determined by

µmax := max
t∈T
{µ(t)}

(provided it exists) and is associated with the set {t ∈ T : µ(t) = µmax}. As the

existence of a smallest Hilger circle is necessary for most of the upcoming hypotheses

to be satisfied, the standing assumption will be made that the set of time scale

graininesses is bounded above. While this condition does not prevent the actual

time scale from being unbounded above, an unbounded time scale will be henceforth

assumed, as previously stated.

Given a specific point in the time scale whose graininess is positive, we can

transform the usual complex numbers in a useful manner into the set C \ {− 1
µ(t)
}.

This leads to the definition of the Hilger complex numbers, Hilger real axis, Hilger
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imaginary axis, and Hilger imaginary circle (which corresponds to the boundary of

the Hilger circle at t ∈ T), which are defined as follows:

Cµ(t) :=

{
z ∈ C : z 6= − 1

µ(t)

}
Rµ(t) :=

{
z ∈ Cµ(t) : z ∈ R and z > − 1

µ(t)

}
Aµ(t) :=

{
z ∈ Cµ(t) : z ∈ R and z < − 1

µ(t)

}
Hµ(t) :=

{
z ∈ Cµ(t) :

∣∣∣∣z +
1

µ(t)

∣∣∣∣ =
1

µ(t)

}
.

In the case of t ∈ T for which µ(t) = 0, we define

C0 := C, R0 = R, H0 := iR, and A0 := ∅.

Furthermore, for any t ∈ T, the Hilger real part of z ∈ C is given by

Reµ(t)(z) := lim
ν↘µ(t)

|1 + νz| − 1

ν

and the Hilger imaginary part by

Imµ(t)(z) := lim
ν↘µ(t)

Arg(1 + νz)

ν
,

where

◦
ı :=

eiµ(t) − 1

µ(t)

is the Hilger imaginary unit. When µ(t) = 0, then the Hilger real and imaginary

parts coincide with their usual definitions. These concepts are visualized in Figure

2.1.

We now consider the theory of dynamic equations, whose solutions are func-

tions satisfying certain delta derivative restrictions. In doing so, we first introduce

the following class of functions.

Definition 2.5. Let T be given. A function f : T→ R is rd-continuous provided it is

continuous at right-dense points in T and its left-sided limits exist (and are finite)
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Figure 2.1: The Hilger complex plane with the associated Hilger real and imaginary parts
for a given complex number z.

at left-dense points in T. If A(t) : T → Rn×n is a matrix valued function, then we

say it is rd-continuous provided it is entry-wise rd-continuous.

In contrast to the case of differential equations, uniqueness of solutions to the

scalar dynamic initial value problem

x∆ = λ(t)x, x(t0) = 1. (2.1)

requires an additional hypothesis on λ(t); this leads to the definition of regressivity.

Definition 2.6. Let T be a time scale, then λ(t) is regressive if λ(t) 6= − 1
µ(t)

for all

t ∈ T for which µ(t) 6= 0 and positively regressive if it is regressive and contained

in the Hilger real line Rµ(t) for all t ∈ T. Furthermore, λ(t) is said to be uniformly

regressive if there exists a γ > 0 for which

γ−1 ≥ |1 + µ(t)λ(t)|

for all t ∈ T.

Viewing these definitions in light of the geometry of Hilger circles, the defini-

tion of regressivity requires that λ(t) does not coincide with the center of any Hilger
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circle associated with the given time scale T; similarly, uniform regressivity implies

that λ(t) is bounded away from the center of every Hilger circle. Notice that even

for time-invariant λ, it is possible for λ to not be uniformly regressive under certain

time scales.

Theorem 2.1. Let T be given and suppose that λ(t) is rd-continuous and regres-

sive. Then there exists a unique solution to the initial value problem (2.1), denoted

Φλ(t)(t, t0). When λ(t) ≡ λ, then Φλ(t)(t, t0) := eλ(t, t0), the time scale exponential

function.

The time scale exponential function indeed generalizes the familiar exponential

function. When T = R (µ(t) ≡ 0) λ ∈ R is automatically regressive and eλ(t, t0) =

eλ(t−t0). However, it should be noted that for general T, eλ(t, t0) can have vastly

different behavior than its continuous counterpart; in particular, when λ ∈ Aµ(t) for

all t ∈ T, the solution eλ(t, t0) to (2.1) is oscillatory about the T axis and changes

sign.

The previous theorem scales naturally to the case of dynamic systems. As

before, we require the additional hypothesis of regressivity to achieve existence and

uniqueness.

Definition 2.7. Let T be a time scale. A matrix A(t) ∈ Cn×n is (uniformly) regressive

if each eigenvalue λi(t) is (uniformly) regressive. Equivalently, a matrix is regressive

if and only if In + µ(t)A(t) is invertible for all t ∈ T.

Theorem 2.2. [3] Let T be given and suppose that A(t) is rd-continuous and uniformly

regressive. Then there exists a unique solution to the matrix initial value problem

X∆ = A(t)X, X(t0) = I, (2.2)

which is given by the time scale transition matrix, denoted ΦA(t)(t, t0). When A(t) ≡

A, this is known as the time scale matrix exponential, eA(t, t0).
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As before, this coincides with the established theory for time invariant systems

on R and Z. For T = R, we have eA(t, t0) = eA(t−t0), while T = Z implies that

eA(t, t0) = (In + A)t−t0 (which is the transition matrix for ∆x = Ax, x(t0) = I). In

general, for a (nonuniform) discrete time scale, the time scale matrix exponential is

given by

eA(t, t0) =
m∏
n=1

(In + µn(t0)A),

where µm(t0) = t and multiplication is performed on the left as n increases.

The primary topic of discussion in this dissertation is in regards to the quali-

tative properties of solutions to dynamic systems of the form

x∆ = A(t)x, x(t0) = x0. (2.3)

In particular, we wish to know when solutions to certain types of dynamic systems

asymptotically tend to the equilibrium solution, for which the following definitions

are necessary. In what follows, ‖ · ‖ denotes the standard Euclidean norm on Rn.

Definition 2.8. An equilibrium (without loss of generality, assumed to be x(t) ≡ 0)

of a linear dynamic system (2.3) is Lyapunov stable if for every ε > 0 there exists a

δ(ε) > 0 such that if ‖x(t0)‖ < δ, then ‖x(t)‖ < ε for every t > t0. The equilibrium

is globally Lyapunov stable if there exists a finite constant γ > 0 such that for any

initial conditions t0 and x(t0) the corresponding solution of (2.3) satisfies ‖x(t)‖ ≤

γ‖x(t0)‖, t ≥ t0. The term “globally” refers to the fact that Lyapunov stability

holds regardless of the initial conditions.

Lyapunov stability implies that solutions to the dynamic system that start

out “close” to the equilibrium will remain “nearby” as the system continues to

evolve. Solutions to a dynamic equation that are either Lyapunov stable or glob-

ally Lyapunov stable are necessarily bounded, but are not required to converge to

the equilibrium asymptotically and may, for instance, oscillate. To guarantee the

solutions converge to the equilibrium, stronger conditions are required.
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Definition 2.9. An equilibrium x(t) ≡ 0 of the linear dynamic system (2.3) is asymp-

totically stable if it is Lyapunov stable and there exists a δ > 0 such that if ‖x(t)‖ < δ,

then limt→∞ ‖x(t)‖ = 0. Furthermore, an equilibrium is globally asymptotically sta-

ble if it is globally Lyapunov stable and given any δ > 0 there exists a T > 0

such that for any initial conditions t0 and x(t0) the corresponding solution satisfies

‖x(t)‖ ≤ δ‖x(t0)‖, t ≥ t0 + T .

Definition 2.10. Let A(t) ∈ Rn×n and x ∈ Rn. We say that a linear dynamic system

(2.3) is (globally) exponentially stable if there exist a γ > 0 and a λ > 0 for which

−λ is positively regressive such that for any initial conditions t0 and x(t0), the

corresponding solution satisfies

‖x(t)‖ ≤ ‖x(t0)‖γe−λ(t, t0),

While exponential stability seems to require stricter hypotheses, in the con-

text of linear systems asymptotic stability and exponential stability are equivalent

[31]. In their landmark paper, Pötze, Siegmund, and Wirth [31] derived a spectral

characterization of exponential stability for a time-invariant dynamic system over a

general time scale which unites the established theories for continuous and uniformly

discrete stability regions. This result highlights the nuances which arise when more

complicated time domains than R or Z are considered.

Definition 2.11. [31] Given a time scale T which is unbounded above, define for

arbitrary t0 ∈ T,

SC(T) :=

{
λ ∈ C

∣∣ lim sup
T→∞

1

T − t0

∫ T

t0

lim
s↘µ(t)

log |1 + sλ|
s

∆t < 0

}
,

and

SR(T) :=
{
λ ∈ R

∣∣ ∀ t ∈ T, ∃ T ∈ T with T > t such that 1 + µ(T )λ = 0
}
.

Then the region of exponential stability for the time scale T is defined by

S(T) := SC(T) ∪ SR(T).
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Theorem 2.3. [31] Let T be a time scale that is unbounded above and let A ∈ Rn×n

be regressive. Then the following hold:

(1) If the system x∆ = Ax is exponentially stable, then spec(A) ⊂ SC(T).

(2) If each eigenvalue of A is uniformly regressive and spec(A) ⊂ SC(T), then

x∆ = Ax is exponentially stable.

In considering linear time-invariant dynamic systems as a generalization of

differential/difference systems, the region of exponential stability as stated above

reduces to the left half-complex plane when T = R and a shifted unit circle when

T = Z.

While this formulation of the region of exponential stability can seem incredi-

bly intractable, a recent result [11] has vastly simplified the calculation of this region

for time scales whose tail is comprised of left- and right-scattered points (which com-

pose the “asymptotic graininesses”) and occur with known frequency.

Theorem 2.4. [11] Suppose T is a discrete time scale with asymptotic graininesses

{µk}Mk=1, each with respective weights {dk}Mk=1. Then solutions to the uniformly re-

gressive time-invariant dynamic system x∆ = Ax are exponentially stable if and only

if
M∏
k=1

|1 + µkλ|dk < 1

for all λ ∈ spec(A).

It was shown in [15] that a convenient (although conservative) subset of the

region of exponential stability, regardless of the underlying time scale, is the smallest

Hilger circle, Hmin, provided it exists. Partially influenced by this, we coin the

following definition for use in this dissertation.

Definition 2.12. A uniformly regressive matrix A(t) is called Hilger stable (or just

Hilger) if spec(A(t)) ⊂ H(t) for all t ∈ T. If A(t) ≡ A, then this is equivalent to

spec(A) ⊂ Hmin.
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Over T = R these matrices are typically called Hurwitz and over T = Z a

matrix is Hilger stable if and only if A− I is Schur stable. It is important to notice

that a matrix can not be Hilger stable with respect to a given time scale unless there

exists a maximum graininess, µmax. While progressing through a nonuniform time

scale, the region of the complex plane associated with being Hilger stable changes

with respect to the graininess at each point in time. Due to this time dependence,

the “Hilger stability region” is thought of as a subset of the product space T × C,

which we denote H(T) := {(t,H(t)) : t ∈ T}. The following function plays an

important role in determining when matrices are Hilger stable and is regularly used

in our upcoming analysis.

Lemma 2.1. Let

g(λ(t), µ(t)) := 2 Re(λ(t)) + µ(t)|λ(t)|2.

Then g(λ(t), µ(t)) < 0 for all t ∈ T and all λ(t) ∈ spec(A(t)) if and only if A(t) is

Hilger.

Proof. Let A(t) ∈ Rn×n, λj(t) ∈ spec(A(t)), and T be given. We suppose first that

µ(t) > 0. Then

g(λj(t), µ(t)) < 0

2 Re(λj(t)) + µ(t)|λj(t)|2 < 0

2 Re(λj(t)) + µ(t)
(

Re(λj(t))
2 + Im(λj(t))

2
)

+
1

µ(t)
<

1

µ(t)

2

µ(t)
Re(λj(t)) + Re(λj(t))

2 + Im(λj(t))
2 +

1

µ(t)2
<

1

µ(t)2(
Re(λj(t)) +

1

µ(t)

)2

+
(

Im(λj(t)
)2 − 0)2 <

1

µ(t)2∣∣∣∣λj(t) +
1

µ(t)

∣∣∣∣ < 1

µ(t)
.

That is, g(λj(t), µ(t)) < 0 if and only if λj(t) ∈ H(t).

13



We now consider the case where µ(t) = 0 so that g(λj, 0) = 2 Re(λj). In

this situation it is clear that 2 Re(λj) < 0 if and only if λj ∈ C− := H0. Thus

g(λj(t), µ(t)) < 0 for all t ∈ T precisely when A(t) is Hilger.

We will make use of the following property of g(λ, ·) throughout this work.

Lemma 2.2. Let T be a time scale and λ ∈ C. Then g(λ, ·) is increasing with respect

to µ(t).

Proof. Let λ ∈ C and suppose µ > ν are graininesses associated with the time scale

T. Then

g(λ, µ)− g(λ, ν) = 2 Re(λ) + µ|λ|2 −
(
2 Re(λ) + ν|λ|2

)
= |λ|2(µ− ν)

> 0.

It should be cautioned that this does not imply that the function is increasing

with respect to t ∈ T. In our analysis, we will typically appeal to this lemma in the

following manner: g(λ, µ(t)) < 0 for all t ∈ T if and only if g(λ, µmax) < 0.

The expression g(λ(t), µ(t)) is closely related to the Hilger real part of λ(t),

denoted Reµ(t)(λ(t)). In the interest of appropriately generalizing results when T = R

(recall that a matrix is called Hurwitz if and only if the real part of each eigenvalues

is negative), we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5. Let A(t) ∈ Rn×n. Then A(t) is Hilger stable if and only if

Reµ(t) λj(t) < 0

for all λj(t) ∈ specA(t).
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Proof. By definition, for any t ∈ T with a positive graininess, the Hilger real part is

given by

Reµ(t) λ(t) := lim
ν↘µ(t)

|1 + νλj(t)| − 1

ν
,

and for µ(t) > 0 it follows that

|1 + µ(t)λj(t)| − 1

µ(t)
< 0

|1 + µ(t)λj(t)| < 1

|1 + µ(t)λj(t)|2 < 1

(1 + µ(t)λj(t))(1 + µ(t)λ̄j(t)) < 1

µ(t)(2 Reλj(t) + µ(t)|λj(t)|2) < 0

2 Reλj(t) + µ(t)|λj(t)|2 < 0

g(λj(t), µ(t)) < 0.

When µ(t) = 0, then the Hilger real part coincides with the usual real part. It

follows from Lemma 2.1 that A(t) is Hilger stable if and only if Reµ(t) λj(t) < 0 for

all t ∈ T.

While it is true for T = R and T = Z that S(T) = Hmin, this is not true

for more exotic time scales. In general it is possible for S(T) to be disconnected,

although it is always symmetric about the real axis [31]. Two possible relationships

between Hilger circles and the region of exponential stability is shown in Figure 2.2.

Notice that every Hilger circle is not a subset of S(T), but that in particular Hmin

is always contained in S(T) [15].

This extreme difference in the geometry of the region of exponential stability

over different time scales creates subtleties in the generalization of certain established

theorems for switched systems over R or Z. As a result, we will highlight the

dependence of our theorems on either exponential or Hilger stability.
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Figure 2.2: Left: The region of exponential stability in blue and dashed Hilger circles for
a time scale comprising of four different graininesses. Right: The region of exponential
stability and Hilger circles for a time scale comprising of two different graininesses

We conclude this section by noting that the theory of time scales encompasses

much more than what has been included above. Indeed, such diverse concepts such

as Lebesgue integration [19], Laplace transformations [10], fractional calculus [2],

Floquet theory [7], and stochastic dynamic equations [36, 34] have all been rigorously

developed under the time scales setting.

2.2 Switched System Preliminaries

Switched systems form a special subset of time-varying dynamic systems that

can be seen as bridging the gap in theory between systems of the form ẋ = Ax and

ẋ = A(t)x. While the stability of time-invariant systems over both continuous and

uniformly discrete domains has been completely classified (the system is exponen-

tially stable if and only if the matrix eigenvalues are in the left-half complex plane or

shifted unit circle, respectively), their time-varying counterparts have so far eluded

a similarly succinct characterization. To this end, the study of switched systems

has received much attention in an attempt to fully understand the more general

time-varying theory.

While switched systems over time scale domains have been studied before

[7, 33], the theory has typically addressed switched systems over time scales which
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arise from discretizing continuous systems over a given time scale. This is done by

initially considering a system of the form ẋ(t) = Ax(t) and discretizing it onto a

time scale domain to obtain the system

x∆(t) =
eAµ(t) − I
µ(t)

x(t) := Aµ(t)x(t),

as outlined in [16]. In doing this, each graininess µk in the a priori given time scale

determines a new system x∆ = Aµkx, which is activated solely during t ∈ T with

µ(t) = µk. In this dissertation, we diverge from this convention and instead study

the mathematical analogue of switched systems on time scales, which divorces the

switching pattern from the time scale. In doing so, we could potentially consider

situations in which a continuous time switched system is discretized onto a time

scale domain, as opposed to just a single system.

Definition 2.13. A dynamic linear time-invariant switched system under arbitrary

switching is a dynamic inclusion problem of the form

x∆ ∈ {Aix}i∈I , x(t0) = x0, (2.4)

where Ai ∈ Rn×n. In the case of right-dense segments of the time scale domain,

we restrict the inclusion to allow only finitely many system switches on any given

finite subinterval. When we wish to draw attention to a specific switching signal (as

opposed to considering any arbitrary switching signal), we will denote the switched

system by

x∆ = Ai(t)x, x(t0) = x0, (2.5)

where i(t) : T → I is a particular piecewise constant switching signal. A switching

signal is said to be complete if for every j ∈ I there exists a t ∈ T for which i(t) = j.

In a slight abuse of terminology, we refer to the individual Ai matrices as subsystems.

Oftentimes restrictions will be placed on the subsystem index set, typically

either finiteness or compactness conditions, to ensure certain theorems hold. When
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considering switched systems of the form (2.5), one may wish to place priority on

the particular switching order that takes place between a given set of matrices.

In this situation, the only cog to be manipulated is the time scale domain, and

priority is given to the order in which switching will occur without exact knowledge

of specifically when the switching will take place (since switching can only occur at

points in the time scale). However, depending on the graininesses that comprise the

time scale, the exact times at which switching will occur can be determined within

a reasonable error defined by the smallest graininess. The following definitions will

come in handy when discussing this situation later, and it will be shown subsequently

that this is sufficient freedom to construct time scales for which switched systems

following the desired switching order have stable trajectories.

Definition 2.14. A switching order is an infinite sequence of N letters,

O = {s0, s1, . . . , sn, . . . } ∈ Nω,

coupled with a successor shift operation σ̃ : Nω → Nω, defined as

σ̃({s0, s1, . . . , sn, . . . }) := {s1, s2, . . . , sn−1, . . . }.

A switching signal i(t) is said to be associated with a switching order O if

i(σn(t)) = σ̃n(O)

for all n ∈ N0.

Because these types of situations will require the construction of time scales

based on given graininesses, it will be necessary to adopt the adjusted Hilger circle

notation (Hµ) explained shortly after Definition 2.4.

Definition 2.15. Let {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a collection of invertible matrices with

spec(Ai) ⊂ C−. Then a time scale T is said to be stabilizing with respect to {Ai}i∈I
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if for every t ∈ T, there exists an i ∈ I such that spec(Ai) ⊂ H(t) and the matrices

are uniformly regressive with respect to the time scale. The time scale is completely

stabilizing if it is stabilizing and, in addition, for every i ∈ I there exists a t ∈ T

such that spec(Ai) ∈ H(t).

Because we will often refer to the smallest Hilger circle in arguments which

address stabilizing time scales, we include for convenience the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let {Ai}i∈I be a compact set of invertible matrices and T be stabilizing

with respect to {Ai}i∈I . Then T has a largest graininess.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that T does not have a largest graininess. That is,

there exists an unbounded, increasing sequence of graininesses {µk}k∈N. Then, since

T is stabilizing, there exists a sequence of matrices {Ak}k∈N with spec(Ak) ⊂ Hµk .

Since µk →∞, we know that Hµk → ∅ (in the sense that
⋂
µk
Hµk = ∅).

However, since {Ai}i∈I is compact and none of the matrices have a zero eigen-

value, there exists a δ > 0 such that minλ{d(λ, 0)} = δ, where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean

metric in C and the minimum is taken over the set of eigenvalues for {Ai}i∈I . Choose

k̂ ∈ N large enough so that 2
µk̂
< δ. Then by compactness of I, there is no matrix

with eigenvalues contained in Hk̂, contradicting the fact that T was stabilizing.

Therefore, T indeed has a largest graininess.

While much of the theory developed in this work can easily be pushed through

for complex matrices (A ∈ Cn×n), we focus on switched systems whose subsystems

are represented by real valued matrices in the interest of potential physical applica-

tions of the theory.

Similar to the stability of dynamic systems, stability for switched systems

under arbitrary switching is defined in terms of a given equilibrium of the system,

which we take (without loss of generality) to be x(t) ≡ 0. This is due to the fact
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that a given switched system/initial condition pair can have vastly different solution

behavior based on the different switching patterns possible.

Definition 2.16. The equilibrium x(t) ≡ 0 of (2.4) is globally uniformly exponentially

stable (GUES) if there exist a γ > 0 and a regressive λ > 0 (for which −λ is posi-

tively regressive) such that for any initial conditions t0 and x(t0), the corresponding

solution of (2.4), x(t), satisfies

‖x(t)‖ ≤ ‖x(t0)‖γe−λ(t, t0).

The term “uniform” refers to the fact that the system is stable regardless of

the particular switching signal used, while “globally” implies that it holds regardless

of the initial conditions.

When analyzing a specific switching signal as in the case of (2.5), the defini-

tions of stability for the time-varying system under that particular switching signal

are the same as those discussed in Definitions 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10.

While the stability of a switched system under arbitrary switching necessarily

requires for each individual subsystem to be asymptotically stable (since for an

unstable subsystem Ak, the trivial switching signal which dwells on Ak indefinitely

will yield solutions which diverge from the equilibrium), it is important to notice that

this is not a sufficient condition to imply stability of switched systems under arbitrary

switching. That is, stability under arbitrary switching requires stronger hypotheses

than merely the component subsystems being stable. In fact, as illustrated in Figure

2.3, it is possible to switch between two stable planar systems even over a continuous

time domain in such a way as to produce unstable behavior for the aggregate system

[26]. Furthermore, as we will see in the following chapters, it is even possible for

switched systems of the form (2.5) to be comprised of subsystems which are not

asymptotically stable over a given time scale T, yet still permit complete stabilizing

switching signals. As a result, the study of switched system stability over time scales
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Figure 2.3: Left: The phase portraits for two subsystems and potential phase portraits for
the aggregate switched system. Stable subsystems can yield a stable or unstable switched
system, depending on the switching pattern. Right: Similarly, unstable subsystems can
also produce either a stable or unstable switched system.

is more nuanced that one would initially presume, and contains several counter-

intuitive results.
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CHAPTER THREE

Lyapunov Theory for Switched Systems over Time Scales

Lyapunov theory was developed in the late 19th century by the Russian mathe-

matician and physicist Aleksandr Lyapunov. His Second (also known as his “Direct”)

Method was a tool he developed for determining the stability of system equilibria

without explicitly solving a differential equation and analyzing its trajectory. By

generalizing the concept of the “energy” in a system, the principle of the Second

Method is to find a functional V (x(t)) : Rn → R which measures the “energy” in

the system for any given solution x(t). By observing the time derivative V̇ (x(t)),

Lyapunov could determine if the energy in the system was increasing or decreasing;

in the instances where the energy in the system is not increasing, it follows that the

solutions can not grow without bound. Similarly, if the energy is strictly decreas-

ing, then solutions must approach an equilibrium asymptotically. These Lyapunov

functions will play a central role in determining when a given switched system is

globally uniformly exponentially stable.

In their dissertations, DaCunha [7] and Ramos [33] extended the Second

Method of Lyapunov to the generalized time scale setting. In what follows, we

define the notation

V ∆(x(t)) :=
∆

∆t
V (x(t)).

Definition 3.1. A functional V (x) : Rn → R is called a generalized or time scale

Lyapunov function for the system x∆(t) = A(t)x(t) if

(1) V (x(t)) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if x ≡ 0, and

(2) V ∆(x(t)) ≤ 0.

Theorem 3.1 (Lyapunov’s Second Theorem on T). [24] Given the dynamic system

x∆(t) = A(t)x(t) with equilibrium x(t) ≡ 0, if there exists an associated Lyapunov
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function V (x), then x(t) ≡ 0 is Lyapunov stable. Furthermore, if V ∆(x(t)) < 0,

then x(t) ≡ 0 is globally uniformly asymptotically stable.

Because the existence of a Lyapunov function implies global stability, we will

leave off the specification of initial conditions throughout this dissertation for brevity.

Lyapunov’s Second Theorem actually holds for time-varying nonlinear systems as

well, but it is utilized in this work as a means of tackling linear time-varying systems.

Recall that for linear systems, asymptotic stability and exponential stability are

equivalent as shown in [31]; hence, the existence of a Lyapunov function whose

time scale derivative is negative definite actually implies global uniform exponential

stability in this context.

3.1 Quadratic Lyapunov Functions

Since Lyapunov’s Second Method states a sufficient rather than necessary con-

dition for stability, it makes no claim on how to construct a Lyapunov function (if

one exists) or even if a stable system in fact has a Lyapunov function. As a result,

we introduce some additional structure and search for Lyapunov functions of certain

type. Recall for the purposes of the following definition that a symmetric matrix

P (t) = P T (t) ∈ Rn×n is positive definite (denoted P (t) � 0) if and only if its (real)

eigenvalues are all positive; we denote the set of real valued positive definite n × n

symmetric matrices by S+
n .

Definition 3.2. A quadratic Lyapunov function (QLF) associated with x∆ = A(t)x

is a functional V : Rn → R of the form

VP (t)(x) := xTP (t)x, P (t) ∈ S+
n

for which V ∆
P (t)(x) ≤ 0 for all nonzero x ∈ Rn, where the derivative is taken along

solutions to x∆(t) = A(t)x(t).
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By choosing to investigate quadratic Lyapunov functions, the first condition

of Definition 3.1 is trivially satisfied. Since we seek conditions which are sufficient

for global uniform exponential stability of a switched system, our work is focused on

determining when a P (t) exists for which V ∆
P (t)(x) < 0. If mere Lyapunov stability

(as opposed to asymptotic/exponential stability) is desired, then the hypotheses

of the upcoming theorems can be appropriately adapted to imply the existence of

quadratic Lyapunov functions for which V ∆
P (t)(x) ≤ 0.

Applying the product rule for the time scale derivative [3] and substituting

xσ(t) = (In + µ(t)A)x(t) into the definition of a generalized QLF, one can easily

derive the following useful form for V ∆
P (t):

V ∆
P (t)(x) = xT (A(t)TP (t) + P (t)A(t) + µ(t)A(t)TP (t)A(t) +A(t)TP∆(t)A(t)T )x,

(3.1)

where A(t) := In+µ(t)A(t). If (3.1) is negative for all nonzero x ∈ Rn, then VP (t)(x)

is a QLF. Since xTHx < 0 (> 0) for all x ∈ Rn if and only if H is negative definite

(positive definite), we will often leave off the left and right multiplication of xT

and x when discussing QLFs. Doing so allows us to study the time scale dynamic

Lyapunov operator [9], which we denote

LTd : Rn×n × S+
n × T→ Sn

LTd (A(t), P (t), µ(t)) := A(t)TP (t)+P (t)A(t)+µ(t)A(t)TP (t)A(t)+A(t)TP∆(t)A(t)T ,

(3.2)

where

Sn := {B ∈ Rn×n : B = BT}

is the set of symmetric matrices and

S+
n := {B ∈ Rn×n : B = BT and spec(B) ⊂ R+}

is the set of symmetric positive definite matrices, as stated earlier. In the context
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of this operator, finding a QLF for a given A(t) and time scale amounts to finding

a positive definite matrix P̃ (t) such that LTd (A(t), P̃ (t), µ(t)) ≺ 0 for all t ∈ T.

Because P (t) is a positive definite matrix, it induces the norm

‖x(t)‖P (t) := xT (t)P (t)x(t)

on the space of solutions to (2.4) or (2.5) derived from the inner product

〈x(t), y(t)〉 := xT (t)P (t)y(t).

The existence of a QLF can therefore be thought of as a norm for which the “size”

of solutions strictly decreases with respect to time.

Furthermore, QLFs exhibit a very convenient geometry. Given a specific sys-

tem, we can associate all of the QLFs of x∆ = A(t)x with their symmetric positive

definite matrices P (t), which form a space in their own right.

Theorem 3.2. The set of all quadratic Lyapunov functions for the dynamic system

x∆ = A(t)x forms an open convex cone.

Proof. Let x∆ = A(t)x be given, and suppose P1(t) and P2(t) are the symmetric

positive definite matrices associated with two distinct QLFs for x∆ = A(t)x. Since

the two matrices are Hermitian it follows from Weyl’s Spectral Inequality [22] that

given any α, β > 0, the eigenvalues of αP1(t) + βP2(t) are real and bounded below

by

αλmin{P1(t)}+ βλmin{P2(t)} > 0,

where λmin{P} represents the smallest (positive, real) eigenvalue of P .

It remains to show that the positive definite matrix αP1(t) + βP2(t) is indeed

a QLF for the given system. This follows from the fact that P1 and P2 are QLFs,

as shown:
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LTd (A(t), αP1(t) + βP2(t), µ(t)) = A(t)T (αP1(t) + βP2(t)) + (αP1(t) + βP2(t))A(t)

+ µ(t)A(t)T (αP1(t) + βP2(t))A(t)

+A(t)T (αP1(t) + βP2(t))∆A(t)T

= α[AT (t)P1(t) + P1(t)A(t)

+ µ(t)AT (t)P1(t)A(t) +A(t)TP∆
1 (t)A(t)]

+ β[AT (t)P2(t) + P2(t)A(t)

+ µ(t)AT (t)P2(t)A(t) +A(t)TP∆
2 (t)A(t)]

= αLTd (A(t), P1(t), µ(t)) + βLTd (A(t), P2(t), µ(t))

≺ 0.

An immediate consequence of the previous proof is the following corollary:

Corollary 3.1. Let A(t) ∈ Rn×n and t ∈ T. The operator LTd (A(t), ·, µ(t)) is linear in

the second slot.

Simple substitution will reveal that this is not the case in the first slot.

The cone of QLFs for a given system (which is a subspace of the open cone of

all symmetric positive definite matrices, S+
n ) can naturally be turned into a partially

ordered space by inheriting the partial order from S+
n defined as P > Q iff P−Q > 0.

When A,P ∈ R2×2, these cones are easily visualized in R3 since symmetric 2 × 2

matrices only have three parameters, as demonstrated in Figure 3.1.

A common approach that has been utilized to great success when searching

for a QLF for continuous and uniformly discrete systems has been to seek time-

invariant (P (t) ≡ P ) Lyapunov functions [33]. In doing so, the P∆ term in (3.2)

vanishes which gives rise to the time scale algebraic Lyapunov operator [9], given by
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Figure 3.1: The truncated cone of QLFs for a system x∆ = Ax, where each point
(p1,1, p1,2, p2,2) represents entries in a matrix P associated with the Lyapunov function
VP (x) = xTPx.

LTa(·, ·, µ(·)) : Rn×n × S+
n × T→ Sn,

LTa(A(t), P, µ(t)) := A(t)TP + PA(t) + µ(t)AT (t)PA(t). (3.3)

Notice that the output of the operator LTa is a symmetric, time-varying matrix

which is dependent on both the graininess µ(t) and A(t) at each t ∈ T. When

studying time-invariant systems, it suffices to analyze the time-invariant output of

LTa(A,P, µmax) since the operator is increasing (in the ordering �) with respect to

µ(t), as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 (µmax Lemma). Let T and A ∈ Rn×n be given. If there exists a positive

definite P0 ∈ S+
n such that LTa(A,P0, µmax) ≺ 0, then LTa(A,P0, µ(t)) ≺ 0 for each

µ(t) ≤ µmax.

Proof. Let P0 � 0 and suppose LTa(A,P0, µmax) ≺ 0. Then

ATP0 + P0A ≺ −µmaxA
TP0A (3.4)

� −µ(t)ATP0A (3.5)
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since

−µmaxA
TP0A+ µ(t)ATP0A = ATP0A(µ(t)− µmax) � 0,

for all t ∈ T. It follows from (3.4) that

ATP0 + P0A+ µ(t)ATP0A ≺ ATP0A(µ(t)− µmax).

The right-hand side is strictly negative definite for all µ(t) < µmax, and it was

assumed that LTa(A,P0, µmax) ≺ 0. Therefore,

LTa(A,P0, µ(t)) ≺ 0

for all t ∈ T.

Due to the approach taken in the upcoming chapters, it will become necessary

to consider a complex-valued analogue to the theory presented in this section. Lya-

punov theory for linear systems over time scales has historically addressed systems

whose dynamics are derived from real-valued matrices in the interest of physical

applications of the theory. It is briefly outlined below that the theory of quadratic

Lyapunov functions can naturally be extended to consider the systems of the form

x∆ = B(t)x, B(t) ∈ Cn×n.

We still consider a quadratic functional which represents a generalized “energy

function” for a given system, but allow complex-valued state inputs, x ∈ Cn. This

is done naturally by considering

V (x) := x∗P (t)x

where P (t) = P ∗(t) � 0 is a (complex-valued) Hermitian positive definite matrix.

Following the construction in the real-valued case, the restriction P (t) ≡ P is made

in order to utilize the convenient property P∆ ≡ 0. To determine when the derivative
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of this functional along solutions to x∆ = B(t)x is negative definite, the time scale

product rule [3] and the fact that xσ(t) = (In + µ(t)B(t))x(t) are appealed to.

V ∆(x) =
∆

∆t
(x∗Px)

= (x∗σ(t)P∆ + x∗∆(t)P )xσ(t) + x∗Px∆

= x∗∆(t)Pxσ(t) + x∗Px∆

= (B(t)x)∗Pxσ(t) + x∗P (B(t)x(t))

= x∗(t)B(t)∗P (In + µ(t)B(t))x(t) + x∗(t)PB(t)x(t)

= x∗(t)B(t)∗Px(t) + µ(t)x∗(t)B(t)∗PB(t)x(t) + x∗(t)PB(t)x(t)

= x∗(t)(B(t)∗P + PB(t) + µ(t)B(t)∗PB(t))x(t)

This naturally leads to an extension of the time scale algebraic Lyapunov operator

which allows for complex-valued inputs,

LaT : Cn×n ×H+
n × T→ Hn,

LaT(B(t), P, µ(t)) = B(t)∗P + PB(t) + µ(t)B(t)∗PB(t),

where H+
n is the set of n × n Hermitian positive definite matrices and Hn is the

set of n× n Hermitian matrices. While the real- and complex-valued operators are

distinct, they will share notation due to the fact that the restricted complex-valued

operator coincides with the real-valued one. It should be noted that a complex-

valued QLF can still be viewed as a norm for which solutions to a given system

decrease monotonically with respect to the time scale derivative and still induces a

natural inner product. Furthermore, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.1, and Lemma 3.1

still apply in the complex-valued case.

We will appeal to the algebraic Lyapunov operator when searching for QLFs

for switched systems of the form (2.5), where A(t) = Ai(t) for a particular switching

signal i(t). However, this approach is futile when studying the stability of (2.4)
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across all possible switching signals. Because of this, we turn to the theory of

common quadratic Lyapunov functions, as described in the following section.

3.2 Common Quadratic Lyapunov Functions

In light of the facts that time-varying systems do not share the same stability

characterizations as their time-invariant relatives and that subsystem stability is

not strong enough to imply arbitrary switching stability, other methods of deducing

stability of switched systems under arbitrary switching must be determined. One

such method which has lead to successful results is the identification of a single

QLF that is valid across to all component subsystems [26, 33]. These common

quadratic Lyapunov functions (CQLFs) have been used as a method for determining

stability under arbitrary switching, and are discussed in several papers and books,

encompassing time scale, continuous, and uniformly discrete domains [8, 9, 23, 26,

27, 33, 37]. This technique has been recently expanded to general time scale domains

[8, 9, 18] and implies global uniform exponential stability [33].

Definition 3.3. A common quadratic Lyapunov function (CQLF) associated with

(2.4) is a functional V : Rn → R of the form

VP (t)(x) := xTP (t)x, P (t) ∈ H+
n

such that V ∆
P (t)(x) < 0 for all x ∈ Rn, where the derivative is taken along solutions

to x∆(t) = Aix(t) for each i ∈ I.

It has been shown that the theory of CQLFs can be adapted to account for

the time scale derivatives and switched systems on time scales [33]. The following

theorem justifies our pursuit in this dissertation.

Theorem 3.3. [33] If all subsystems of (2.4) share a radially unbounded common

Lyapunov function, then solutions of the switched system (2.4) are globally uniformly

asymptotically stable
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Figure 3.2: From left: Two QLF cones associated with the dynamic systems x∆ = A1x and
x∆ = A2x, and their intersection. The non-empty intersection implies that the switched
system whose subsystem matrices are A1 and A2 has a CQLF and is stable under arbitrary
switching.

While some of the theory referenced above has dealt with time-varying matrices

A(t), we relegate any time dependence to the arbitrary switching signals when we

consider switched systems of the form (2.4). As a result, when discussing CQLFs

we will typically be considering a switched systems whose subsystem matrices are

time-invariant.

Recall that the set of QLFs for a given single system x∆ = Aix can be iden-

tified with points of a sub-cone of the cone of positive definite matrices. In light

of this geometry, it follows that for a switched system whose dynamics are derived

from the subsystem matrices {Ai}i∈I , the set of CQLFs forms a cone as well. This

cone is simply the intersection of the individual QLF cones over the index set I.

Determining if the intersection is nonempty is computationally simple for lower di-

mensional switched systems with few subsystems, and is demonstrated in Figure

3.2. However, this method simply determines whether a given switched system has

a CQLF, and does not illuminate what properties of the system led to the existence

or non-existence of a CQLF. Furthermore, by appealing to the geometry, we lose

a sense of any design parameters (such as the largest graininess of a time scale)

which may be fine-tuned to provide the existence of a CQLF. In an attempt to fully

understand the types of switched systems which allow the existence of CQLFs, we
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must adopt another game plan. A well-known approach in the case of continuous (R,

µ(t) ≡ 0) or uniformly discrete (Z, µ(t) ≡ 1) domains for determining the existence

of a CQLF has been to examine the algebraic Lyapunov operator mentioned in the

previous section. In doing this, several results on R and Z have been obtained by

solving a series of linear matrix equalities across the index set I of the form

ATi P + PAi + µ(t)ATi PAi = −Mi, (3.6)

for the unknown P , given the positive definite Mi. This equation is called the time

scale algebraic Lyapunov equation (TSALE), and solutions to it (if they exist) are

steady state solutions into the time scale differential Lyapunov inequality (TSDLI)

ATi P (t) + P (t)Ai + µ(t)ATi P (t)Ai +ATP∆(t)AT ≺ 0, (3.7)

since P∆ = 0. In the case of R and Z, it is known that there exist constant solutions

to the TSALE, but this is not true in general. In fact, it was shown in [7] that the

unique solution for the TSALE (3.6), when it exists, is time-varying over any time

scale for which µ(t) varies.

Theorem 3.4. [7] For each fixed t ∈ T, define

St :=


µ(t)N0, if µ(t) 6= 0,

R+
0 , if µ(t) = 0.

Then for Hilger stable A(t), the unique solution to the TSALE, when it exists, is

given by

P (t) =

∫
St

ΦT
A(t)(s, 0)M(t)ΦA(t)(s, 0)∆s.

Moreover, if M(t) ∈ S+
n , then P (t) ∈ S+

n .

Although the solution to the time-varying TSDLE for a single system has been

explicitly determined, a characterization of its existence has remained elusive [33].
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This creates a marked separation from the techniques use to determine CQLFs

on time scales of constant graininess and arbitrary time scales. In general the time-

varying solutions to the TSALE are not solutions to the TSDLI, and therefore are

not CQLFs; only solutions P (t) to the TSDLI will imply the existence of Lyapunov

functions VP (t)(x) = xTP (t)x.

As a result, the theory for determining constant CQLFs on time scales needs

to be adapted to study the time scale algebraic Lyapunov inequality (TSALI)

ATi P + PAi + µ(t)ATi PAi ≺ 0,

for which there do exist constant solutions. These constant solutions to the TSALI

are also solutions to the TSDLI, and thus produce bona fide CQLFs. Constant

solutions to the TSALI are found by determining when there exists a single pos-

itive definite P for which the associated time scale algebraic Lyapunov operator

LTa(Ai, P, µ(t)) is negative definite across all i ∈ I and all t ∈ T.

In light of this notation and Lemma 3.1, the search for a CQLF for a given

switched system x∆ ∈ {Aix}i∈I under arbitrary switching amounts to the identifi-

cation of a single positive definite P for which

LTa(Ai, P, µmax) ≺ 0 for all i ∈ I.

It is important to remember that in circumstances where particular switching sig-

nals are being investigated (i.e., switched systems of the form (2.5)), CQLFs are

unnecessary and overly stringent. Proving stability of particular switching signals

is done by considering the time-varying matrix A(t) = Ai(t). In these situations, we

search for a single positive definite P such that

LTa(Ai(t), P, µ(t)) ≺ 0 for all t ∈ T.

Notice that in these circumstances P may very well not be a CQLF for a switched

system of the form (2.4). In the proceeding chapters, it should be clear (based on

the context) whether we are searching for a CQLF or a QLF.
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3.3 The Constrained Time Scale Quadratic Lyapunov Matrix Inequality

In addition to investigating the output of the time scale algebraic Lyapunov

operator, one can determine whether a (C)QLF exists for a switched system evolving

on a discrete time scale (one consisting of only left- and right-scattered points)

by appealing to a certain constrained linear matrix inequality. If we consider the

functional VP (x(t)) := xTPx as a Lyapunov function candidate, then by definition

the delta derivative is

V ∆
P (x(t)) :=

VP (xσ(t))− VP (x(t))

µ(t)
.

In order to apply standard Lyapunov theory, the derivative must be taken along solu-

tions to the switched system. That is, for some switching signal i(t) (not necessarily

known a priori) we must have

x∆(t) :=
xσ(t)− x(t)

µ(t)
= Ai(t)x(t).

As a result, for any given time scale consisting of purely left- and right-scattered

points, we can unwrap the above equation and substitute into V ∆
P as follows:

V ∆
P (x(t)) =

VP ((In + µ(t)Ai(t))x(t))− VP (x(t))

µ(t)
,

which is equivalent to the constrained time scale quadratic Lyapunov matrix inequal-

ity : [
x(t)T xσ(t)T

]−P 0

0 P


 x(t)

xσ(t)

 < 0 (3.8)

for all [
(In + µ(t)Ai(t)) −In

] x(t)

xσ(t)

 = 0,

 x(t)

xσ(t)

 6=
0

0

 , (3.9)

across all t ∈ T.

Given a set of matrices {Ai}i∈I over a time scale T, we wish to either derive

conditions on when there exist a switching signal i(t) and a positive definite P
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satisfying the specific constrained matrix inequality above (leading to the existence

of stable switching patterns via QLFs) or a single positive definite P satisfying the

modified constraint

∀i ∈ I
[
(In + µ(t)Ai) −In

] x(t)

xσ(t)

 = 0,

 x(t)

xσ(t)

 6=
0

0

 , (3.10)

which would imply the existence of a CQLF and stability for the switched system

under arbitrary switching.

3.4 Established and Upcoming Results

By appealing to the TSALE, Ramos [33] extended the results of Narendra and

Balakrishnan [30] from continuous to time scale domains in the following form. Cur-

rently this is the most extensive result in the literature regarding switched systems

on time scales.

Theorem 3.5. [33] Let T be a time scale which is unbounded above but with a bounded

set of graininesses, and {Ai}Ni=1 be a set of uniformly regressive, pairwise commuting

matrices. Let

P (t) =

∫
St

ΦT
Ai

(s, 0)Mi(t)ΦAi(s, 0)∆s, for any i = 1, . . . , N,

where Mi(t) � 0 is a solution to LTa(Ai,Mi−1, µ(t)). The following are equivalent:

(1) VP (t)(x) = xTP (t)x is a common quadratic Lyapunov function for (2.4)

(2) −Mi(t)+(In+µ(t)Ai)
TP∆(t)(In+µ(t)Ai) ≺ 0, for all t ∈ T and 1 ≤ i ≤ N.

If (1) or (2) holds, then the switched system (2.4) is globally uniformly asymptoti-

cally stable.

Since we appeal to the TSALI (and later the constrained time scale quadratic

Lyapunov matrix inequality) in this dissertation, we can sharpen the content of
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Theorem 3.5, providing a more precise time scale analogue of Narendra and Balakr-

ishnan’s result in [30]. To facilitate this development, we first derive a generalization

of a result on R and Z regarding switched systems comprised of normal matrices in

Chapter Four, which was first published by the author recently in [13].

Chapter Five is dedicated to generalizing Chapter Four, refining Theorem 3.5,

and expanding said theorem to a larger class of switched systems other than those

whose subsystems are pairwise commuting. In doing so, a natural corollary to our

result generalizes to time scales the Lie algebraic stability criterion for the existence

of a CQLF over continuous time domains by Libzerzon, Hespanha, and Morse in

[27]; it is worth noting that this will provide an analogue over Z of the result in [27]

that was not addressed by its authors.

In Chapter Six we will appeal to the constrained time scale quadratic Lyapunov

matrix inequality to derive the most general results in this work. Corollaries will be

discussed which show that this result can be viewed as a general case of previously

mentioned results.

Finally, in Chapter Seven, extensions of the theory included in the previous

chapters will be conjectured. Unfortunately, it is possible that at this time the cur-

rent body of theory surrounding time scales has not grown to include the necessary

tools for proving these conjectures.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Lyapunov Functions for Normal Switched Systems

The primary objective of this dissertation is to determine criteria on the sub-

system matrices of switched systems in terms of the original data which imply the

existence of a CQLF for the switched system (2.4) (or a QLF for the switched system

(2.5)). In doing so, we first restrict ourselves to studying switched systems whose

subsystem matrices are contained in a class of matrices with certain convenient

properties: normal matrices.

Definition 4.1. A matrix A ∈ Cn×n is normal if it commutes with its Hermitian

transpose; that is A∗A = AA∗ (in the case of real-valued matrices, we have A∗ = AT ).

We have chosen to concentrate on normal matrices in this chapter because they

are precisely the class of matrices for which the Spectral Decomposition Theorem

applies, allowing us to analyze what role (if any) the eigenstructure of the subsystem

matrices play in the identification of QLFs.

Theorem 4.1 (Spectral Decomposition). [22] A matrix A ∈ Cn×n is normal if and

only if it is unitarily diagonalizable (i.e., A = UDU∗, where U is a unitary matrix

whose columns are the eigenvectors of A and D is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalue

entries).

By assuming that the subsystem matrices are normal, the Spectral Decompo-

sition Theorem can be applied to the output of the time scale algebraic Lyapunov

operator, with either a given or unknown P ∈ H+
n . In doing so, we can dissect how

the output of the operator is determined by both µ(t) and the eigenstructure of A.
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4.1 The Euclidean Norm as a Lyapunov Function

Consider the case where P ≡ In, the n×n identity matrix. In this situation, the

subsystem matrices are treated as unknowns satisfying certain properties, and the

goal is to determine conditions on the eigenstructure of Ai which produce switched

systems with the associated Lyapunov functions

VIn(x) = xT Inx = ‖x(t)‖2.

While this may seem overly specific, if P ≡ In is a QLF for a given system, then so

is δIn for any δ > 0; this follows from the linearity of the delta derivative and will

also be evident in the proofs of the proceeding theorems.

4.1.1 Normal Switched Systems Under Arbitrary Switching

We first discuss switched systems under arbitrary switching before addressing

the particular switching counterpart in the next section. The established result

in the literature about switched systems comprised of normal subsystem matrices

follows. In the interest of properly generalizing the established result on R and Z,

the terminology has been adapted to fit the time scale aesthetic. In the original

wording, the theorem was shown to hold for switched systems with finitely-many

subsystems; this will later be expanded on.

Theorem 4.2. [40] Let T = R or Z and {Ai}Ni=1 ⊂ Rn×n be a collection of exponen-

tially stable, normal matrices. Then the square of the Euclidean norm along solutions

(P ≡ In) is a common quadratic Lyapunov function for the switched system (2.4).

The first major result of this dissertation will be to show that this theorem can

indeed be extended to the case of a general time scale domain. Since on R and Z,

the region of exponential stability coincides with the (generally time-varying) Hilger

stability region and the smallest Hilger circle, the generalized proof reveals whether

the existence of CQLFs for normal switched systems relies on exponential stability
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or the more conservative Hilger stability/Hmin requirement. We first observe the

case of a normal linear time-invariant dynamic equation, or a “1-switch” system.

While the following proof could be shortened by appealing to the µ-max Lemma

(Lemma (3.1)) and showing that LTa(A, In, µmax) ≺ 0, it is presented in the following

form to illuminate future results.

Theorem 4.3. [13] Let T be given and A ⊂ Rn×n be a normal uniformly regressive

matrix. The square of the Euclidean norm is a quadratic Lyapunov function for the

system x∆ = Ax if and only if A is Hilger stable.

Proof. Let A ∈ Rn×n be a normal uniformly regressive matrix. To prove that

VIn(x) = xT Inx = ‖x(t)‖2 is a QLF for a normal system, we show that LTa(A, In, µ(t))

is negative definite for all t ∈ T. Since A is normal, we can apply the Spectral De-

composition Theorem [22] to write A = UDU∗, allowing us to rewrite LTa(A, In, µ(t))

as

LTa(A, In, µ(t)) = AT + A+ µ(t)ATA

= U [D∗ +D + µ(t)D∗D)]U∗.

From this, we see that the eigenvalues of the algebraic Lyapunov operator output

are of the following form:

spec(LTa(A, In, µ(t)))) = λ̄i + λi + µ(t)λ̄iλi

= 2 Re(λi) + µ(t)|λi|2

:= g(λi, µ(t)),

where λi ∈ spec(A).

Thus, for LTa(A, In, µ(t)) to remain negative definite regardless of varying µ(t),

the function g(λi, µ(t)) must be negative for all t ∈ T; equivalently, A must be Hilger

stable by Lemma 2.1.
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As a result of Lemma 2.1, the previous proof also applies to a special type of

time-varying matrices, which will play an important role in future sections. This

corollary is stated next.

Corollary 4.1. [13] Suppose A(t) = UD(t)U∗, where U is a unitary matrix and D(t)

is a diagonal matrix. Then the square of the Euclidean norm is a quadratic Lyapunov

function for x∆ = A(t)x if and only if A(t) is Hilger stable.

In addition, the following corollary also follows directly from Theorem 4.3.

Corollary 4.2. [13] Let A ∈ Rn×n be a normal uniformly regressive matrix. Then the

following hold:

(1) LTa(A, In, µ(t)) ≺ 0 for all t ∈ T if and only if A is Hilger. Therefore if A is

Hilger, then VIn(x) = ‖x(t)‖2 is a QLF for x∆ = Ax.

(2) LTa(A, In, µ(t)) � 0 for all t ∈ T if and only if spec(A) ⊂ Hmin. Either

of these conditions imply Lyapunov stability but not asymptotic stability for

x∆ = Ax.

(3) LTa(A, In, µ(t)) � 0 for all t ∈ T if and only if spec(A) ⊆ Hc
max, where Hc

max

denotes the (topologically closed) complement of the largest Hilger circle. As

a consequence, spec(A) * S(T) and the system is not asymptotically stable.

(4) LTa(A, In, µ(t)) is indefinite for all t ∈ T if and only if spec(A) * Hmin and

spec(A)∩Hc
max 6= ∅. The nonempty intersection implies that spec(A) * S(T)

and the system is not exponentially stable.

This result can naturally be extended to switched systems under arbitrary

switching and produces the following generalization of Theorem 4.2 for arbitrary

time scales.
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Theorem 4.4. [13] Let T be given and {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a collection of normal

uniformly regressive matrices. Then the square of the Euclidean norm along solutions

is a common quadratic Lyapunov function for the dynamic switched system (2.4) if

and only if each Ai is Hilger.

This theorem is illustrated in the following example.

Example 4.1. [13] Consider the switched system

x∆ ∈ {Aix}2
i=1 ⊂ R3×3,

associated with any time scale whose largest graininess is µmax = 1
10

, where

A1 =


− 1

10
0 −1

4

0 −5 −1

−1
4
−1 −1

 , A2 =


−2 1 0

0 −2 1

1 0 −2

 .
Notice that A1 is symmetric and thus trivially normal, and A2 is an example of a

non-symmetric normal matrix. In order to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4, it

must be shown that these two matrices are both Hilger stable with respect to any

time scale satisfying µmax = 1
10

. Numerical calculation reveals that

spec(A1) ≈ {−5.237,−0.843,−0.020} ⊂ Hmin and

spec(A2) = {−1,
−5± i

√
2

2
} ⊂ Hmin.

Furthermore, it can be seen that these matrices are uniformly regressive with respect

to the given time scale. By Theorem 4.2, VIn(x) = xT Inx = ‖x(t)‖2 is a QLF for

both A1 and A2, and thus the switched system is stable under arbitrary switching.

To verify this, we appeal to the µ-max Lemma to determine negative definiteness:

spec(LTa(A1, In, µmax)) ≈ {−7.7311,−1.6158,−0.0395} and

spec(LTa(A2, In, µmax)) ≈ {−4.3,−4.3,−1.9}.
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Note that this switched system will also be stable under arbitrary switching over

any time scale with the property µmax ≤ 1
10

. In fact, we can highlight this sensitivity

if we increase µmax to the point at which spec(Ai) 6⊂ Hmin. In this situation, the

identity matrix ceases to produce a CQLF for the switched system, as numerical

computation shows. Letting µmax = 2, we get

spec(LTa(A2, In, µ(t))) ≈ {44.3728,−0.2640,−0.03883}.

Because of the fact that, in general, the smallest Hilger circle is not equivalent

to the region of exponential stability, it is evident that there exist normal dynamic

switched systems comprised of exponentially stable subsystems for which VIn(x) is

not a QLF, as demonstrated in the previous example (e.g., any time scale for which

µmax = 2 yet spec(A2) ⊆ S(T)). This introduces subtleties into the situation and

directly contrasts the results in [28, 38, 39] for T = R and T = Z, where the Euclidean

norm is a QLF for a given system if and only if that system is exponentially stable.

However, by investigating the different possibilities for the sign definiteness of

LTa(Ai, In, µ(t)), we can extend Theorem 4.4 to a characterization of global exponen-

tial stability of normal switched systems on any uniform time domain.

Theorem 4.5. [13] Let T be a time scale of uniform graininess and {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n

be a collection of normal uniformly regressive matrices. Then the switched system

(2.4) is globally uniformly exponentially stable if and only if all subsystem matrices

are Hilger stable.

Proof. Let T be a time scale of uniform graininess and {Ai}i∈I be a collection of

normal matrices. As previously stated, uniformly discrete time scales have the con-

venient property that the Hilger circle for each time t ∈ T coincides with the smallest

Hilger circle, the region of exponential stability, and the Hilger stability region (which

in this situation is time-invariant). Suppose first that the subsystem matrices are

Hilger stable. By Corollary 4.2, VIn(x) = ‖x(t)‖2 is a QLF for each Ai, and since
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each Ai shares a radially unbounded Lyapunov function, the switched system is

uniformly asymptotically stable, and thus exponentially stable by the equivalence

under linear systems [31].

For the converse, suppose the switched system is globally uniformly exponen-

tially stable, and note that since T has uniform graininess (µ(t) ≡ µ), the matrix

LTa(Ai, I, µ) is not time varying for each i ∈ I.

We wish to show that LTa(Ai, In, µ) ≺ 0 for all i ∈ I for normal Ai, since this

condition is equivalent to Hilger stability (and not necessarily exponential stability).

Suppose to the contrary that there exists a j such that LTa(Aj, In, µ) ⊀ 0. Then, if

LTa(Aj, In, µ) is either positive semidefinite or indefinite, Corollary 4.2 implies that

spec(Aj) * Hµ = S(T). As a result, solutions to x∆ = Ajx, which are trivial

solutions to the dynamic inclusion, are unstable. This contradicts the assumption

that the switched system is globally uniformly exponentially stable.

Since LTa(Aj, In, µ) is neither positive semidefinite nor indefinite, the remaining

case is that LTa(Aj, In, µ) is negative semidefinite. In this situation, x∆ = Ajx is

Lyapunov stable but not asymptotically stable, again contradicting the assumption

that x∆ ∈ {Aix} is globally uniformly exponentially stable.

Thus, LTa(Ai, In, µ) ≺ 0 for all i ∈ I, and by Corollary 4.2, each Ai is Hilger

stable.

While Theorem 4.5 has been proven on R and Z for arbitrary matrices, the

published proofs depend on the subsystems being exponentially stable. This partic-

ular proof highlights the dependence on the subsystem matrices being Hilger stable

(which in general not equivalent to being exponentially stable) and attempts to

determine whether QLF existence results hinge on exponential or Hilger stability.
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4.1.2 Normal Switched Systems Under Particular Switching

Next, we turn our attention to the case where a particular switching signal is

in effect and it is to be determined if the Euclidean norm is a Lyapunov function for

the switched system (2.5). The proofs of Section 4.1.1 naturally lead to the following

conjecture regarding normal matrices:

Conjecture 4.1. Let T be given, {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a collection of normal uniformly

regressive matrices and i(t) : T→ I be a given switching signal. If for each time t ∈

T, the eigenvalues of Ai(t) are contained in H(t), then LTa(Ai(t), In, µ(t)) is negative

definite.

In the case of switched systems under arbitrary switching and time invariant

Ai, this implies that for all t ∈ T, the spectrum of all subsystem matrices must

be contained in H(t); that is, the subsystem matrices must be contained in the

smallest Hilger circle. This condition can be relaxed if we simultaneously relax

the requirement that switched systems have stable trajectories regardless of the

underlying switching signal.

Theorem 4.6. [13] Let {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a collection of normal uniformly regressive

matrices and T be (completely) stabilizing with respect to {Ai}i∈I . Then there exists

a (complete) stable switching pattern for the switched system (2.5).

Proof. Recall that a switching pattern is a piecewise constant function

i(t) : T→ I.

Define

SH(t) := {i ∈ I : spec(Ai) ⊂ H(t)},

and notice that SH(t) is nonempty for all t ∈ T by hypothesis. Let i(t) be defined

such that i(t) ∈ SH(t) for each t ∈ T. Since A is normal, applying Corollary 4.2 at
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each t ∈ T implies that LTa(Ai(t), In, µ(t)) ≺ 0. As a result, VIn(x) = xT Inx = ‖x(t)‖2

is a QLF for the time-varying system x∆ = Ai(t)x.

If T is completely stabilizing, then

⋃
t∈T

SH(t) = I

and a complete switching signal can be chosen.

Note that VIn(x) = ‖x(t)‖2 is not necessarily a common Lyapunov function for

the switched system (and very well may not be), but rather is a single QLF for the

time-varying aggregate system (determined by the particular switching signal cho-

sen) given by A(t) = Ai(t). The proof of Theorem 4.6 allows for the creation of po-

tentially infinitely-many different switching signals for a set of subsystems that lead

to time-varying systems whose solutions have monotonically decreasing Euclidean

norms as t → ∞. In practice, the previous theorem can be loosely interpreted in

the following manner: given a point in the time scale t ∈ T, if the graininess at t is

increasing (µσ(t) > µ(t)) then the switched system must switch to a matrix whose

eigenvalues are contained in a smaller Hilger circle in order to maintain stability of

the aggregate system.

If a particular switching order is desired, as defined in Definition 2.14, the

previous theorem tells us how to generate a time scale that yields a stable switched

system. The key aspect of the previous theorem is the fact that the set SH(t) is

nonempty for each t ∈ T, and normal switched systems that have switching signals

satisfying i(t) ∈ SH(t) have the Euclidean norm as a QLF. The following is a corollary

to Theorem 4.6.

Corollary 4.3. [13] Let (s1, s2, . . . ) ∈ Nω be a particular switching order and {Ai}Ni=1

be a collection of normal matrices. If spec(Ai) ⊂ C− for i = 1, . . . , N then there

exist stabilizing time scales for which Ai is uniformly regressive for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N
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and VIn(x) = ‖x(t)‖2 is a quadratic Lyapunov function for the switched system

x∆ = Ai(t)x, where i(t) is the switching signal associated with (s1, s2, . . . ).

Proof. To begin, define a base equivalence class of time scales via the spectral radius

of each matrix Ai by selecting graininesses {µj}Mj=1 such that for each Ai, there exists

a j ∈ J with spec(Ai) ⊂ Hµj . This collection of graininesses can always be refined

to include smaller graininesses if desired.

Let s0 be the first element of O and choose the next point in the time scale

(which determines µ(0)) such that spec(As0) ⊂ Hµ(0). Continuing, let

T := {σn(0) : spec(Aσ̃(i0)) ⊂ Hµ(σn(0)) , n ∈ N}.

This construction results in multiple time scales and continuous intervals can be

always be arbitrarily added to the time scale since the spectrum of each matrix is

contained in the left half complex plane.

By way of construction, each point in the time scale satisfies spec(Ai(t)) ⊂ Hµ(t)

for the switching pattern i(t) associated with O. It follows that the time-varying

matrix A(t) ≡ Ai(t) is Hilger stable with respect to the constructed time scale and

VIn(x) is a QLF for the normal dynamic switched system x∆ = Ai(t)x.

It is important to point out that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6 and Corollary

4.3 can be satisfied with matrices whose eigenvalues are not in the region of expo-

nential stability, so long as they are in the left-half complex plane. This is because

the only requirement for VIn(x) to be a QLF for normal switched system is for the

eigenvalues of the active subsystem matrix to be located in the active Hilger circle.

This is liberating since many time scales have associated exponential stability re-

gions which are smaller in area than their associated Hilger circles (as demonstrated

previously in Figure 2.2). However, a closer examination reveals a unique situation

for which there is no analogy on uniform time scales such as R and Z. This is

detailed in the next theorem.
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Theorem 4.7. Let T be a time scale of uniform graininess (T = R or hZ), and

{Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a set of normal uniformly regressive matrices with spec(Aj) ⊂ C−

for all i ∈ I. The square of the Euclidean norm is a common quadratic Lyapunov

function for the switched system (2.4) if and only if there exists a complete switching

signal i(t) for which the square of the Euclidean norm is a quadratic Lyapunov

function for the switched system (2.5).

Proof. Let µ(t) ≡ µ. The forward direction is trivial: if the square of the Euclidean

norm is a CQLF for a switched system, then by definition the norm also acts a QLF

for any particular time-varying system under a given switching signal.

Now suppose that there exists a complete switching signal i(t) for which the

Euclidean norm is a QLF for x∆ = Ai(t)x. That is, the evaluated algebraic Lyapunov

operator LTa(Ai(t), In, µ) is negative definite for all t ∈ T. Since the switching signal

is complete, there exists a t ∈ T such that i(t) = j for each j ∈ I, and it follows

by Corollary 4.2 that spec(Aj) ⊂ Hµ. Therefore, VIn(x) is a CQLF for the switched

system (2.4) by Theorem 4.4.

Contrasting this situation with that of Theorem 4.6, the equivalence of VIn(x)

as a CQLF for (2.4) and a QLF for (2.5) is not the case for more exotic time scales,

although the forward direction still holds trivially. Theorem 4.6 is illustrated by the

following example.

Example 4.2. [13] Let

A1 =

 −1 −1
2

1
2
−1

 , A2 =

 −2 0

0 −7

 , and A3 =

 −4 2

2 −2

 .
We wish to determine a complete switching signal i(t) such that the system

x∆ = Ai(t)x is stable over any time scale T comprised of graininesses µ1 = 0.5 and

µ2 = 0.08 which occur equally often. The Hilger circles and region of exponen-

tial stability for this time scale are shown in Figure 4.2 along with the subsystem
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Figure 4.1: The region of exponential stability and Hilger circles for a two graininess time
scale. The eigenvalues for each subsystem matrices are marked with similarly colored dots.

eigenvalues (See [11] for an in-depth look at determining the region of exponential

stability in this case, as outlined in Theorem 2.4).

Each Ai is normal, with spec(A1) and spec(A3) contained in the smallest Hilger

circle. However spec(A2), while being contained in the left-half complex plane, also

intersects the complement of the region of exponential stability.

According to Theorem 4.6, since spec(A2) ⊂ Hµ2 , there exist stable switching

patterns. In fact, for any t ∈ T for which µ(t) = µ2, any of the three subsystems may

be active, since the spectrum of each Ai is contained in Hµ2 . Contrary to this, when

µ(t) = µ1, either A1 or A3 must be active at that moment to satisfy the hypotheses

of Theorem 4.6. Any switching pattern that satisfies these requirements will produce

stable behavior, with the norm of the solution decreasing monotonically as t → ∞

since VIn(x) = ‖x(t)‖2 is a QLF.

4.2 Simultaneously Diagonalizable Switched Systems

We now generalize some of the previous results to Lyapunov functions other

than VIn(x) = ‖x(t)‖2. Specifically, we establish conditions which allow either con-
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strained or arbitrary selection of eigenvalues for the Lyapunov function, and deter-

mine when these conditions apply to switched systems under arbitrary switching. In

doing so, we shed new light on previous results of this direction [30, 33]. In particu-

lar, eigenvalue bounds for Lyapunov functions have received much attention in the

literature; they can be used towards the design of suboptimal controllers, dictate

bounds on settling time of solutions, help construct approximate solutions used for

solving large scale Lyapunov equations via iterative methods, and determine if sys-

tems possesses the singularly perturbed structure [14]. While we do not delve into

these fields in this dissertation, we do deal with situations in which these eigenvalue

bounds can be arbitrarily determined.

As before, we begin our investigation by analyzing a dynamic linear equation,

or “one switch” system.

Theorem 4.8. [13] Let T be given, A ∈ Rn×n be a normal uniformly regressive matrix

with spectral decomposition A = UDAU
∗ and D � 0 be an arbitrary diagonal matrix.

Then the matrix PU = UDU∗ yields a quadratic Lyapunov function for the system

x∆ = Ax if and only if A is Hilger.

Proof. Let A = UDAU
∗ and T be given, and D � 0 be an arbitrary, positive definite,

diagonal matrix. Since PU := UDU∗ shares a unitary factor with A, it follows that

LTa(A,PU , µ(t)) = ATPU + PUA+ µ(t)ATPUA

= U [D∗AD +DDA + µ(t)D∗ADDA)]U∗

= U [D(D∗A +DA + µ(t)D∗ADA)]U∗,

where the last line holds because diagonal matrices commute. Thus,

spec{LTa(A,PU , µ(t))} = {pj(2 Re{λi}+ µ(t)|λi|2) : pj ∈ spec(D), λi ∈ spec(A)}

= {pjg(λi, µ(t)) : pj ∈ spec(D), λi ∈ spec(A)}.
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Since the spectrum ofD was arbitrarily chosen and positive, it follows (as in Theorem

4.3) that LTa(A,PU , µ(t)) ≺ 0 if and only if A is Hilger stable.

The proof above also shows that if A = UDAU
∗ is a normal matrix, then

LTa(A,UDU∗, µ(t)) is also a normal matrix for any µ(t) and any diagonal matrix D.

In light of the preceding theorem, it becomes clear that the eigenvalues of P � 0 do

not play a role in whether a given positive definite matrix (which is unitarily similar

to A) produces a QLF for normal systems; that is, this theorem allows the explicit

formulation of a QLF satisfying arbitrary upper and lower eigenvalue bounds. How-

ever, it also reveals that the set of eigenvectors comprising the specific transformation

U are crucial, and that extensions of this theorem to the non-normal case may very

well hinge on the fact that normal matrices have orthogonal eigenspaces. This re-

sult also sheds light on the pairwise commuting hypotheses required in [30, 33]. This

observation is formalized in the following definition and theorem.

Definition 4.2. A set of matrices {Ai}i∈I is said to be simultaneously unitarily di-

agonalizable if there exists a single unitary matrix U for which UAiU
∗ = Di is a

diagonal matrix for all i ∈ I.

This definition is characterized by the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. [22] A set of matrices are simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable if and

only if they are pairwise commuting normal matrices.

Theorem 4.9. [13] Let T be given and {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a set of uniformly regressive

matrices that are simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable by the matrix U . Then, for

any diagonal D � 0, the matrix PU = UDU∗ is a common quadratic Lyapunov

function for the switched system (2.4) under arbitrary switching if and only if each

Ai is Hilger.
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Proof. Let T be given, and suppose {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n are normal uniformly regres-

sive matrices that are simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable by U . Then for any

diagonal matrix D � 0 it follows that,

spec{LTa(Ai, UDU
∗, µ(t))} = {pjg(λk(Ai), µ(t)) : pj ∈ spec(D), λik ∈ spec(Ai)},

where pj > 0. Thus

spec(LTa(Ai, UDU
∗, µ(t))) ⊂ R−

precisely when g(λk(Ai), µ(t)) < 0 for all t ∈ T and all i ∈ I. By Lemma 2.1, this

condition is equivalent to each Ai being Hilger stable.

Theorem 4.9 is the natural extension of Theorem 4.8 for switched systems

under arbitrary switching. In the context of normal Ai matrices, the existence of a

single unitary U that diagonalizes each Ai is equivalent to pairwise commuting [22]

(although there are sets of pairwise commuting matrices which are not normal). This

“simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable” property is referenced in the time-varying

matrix A(t) appealed to in the hypothesis of Corollary 4.1.

However, the pairwise commuting aspect of the hypothesis for Theorem 4.9 is

not a requirement for a given set of normal matrices to share a CQLF in Theorem 4.2.

While Theorem 4.9 requires a more stringent hypothesis than Theorem 4.2, it also

allows for a wider variety in the choice of CQLF used (and thus greater control over

deriving settling times and other applications involving upper and lower eigenvalue

bounds). Even though it is true that a Lyapunov function P = In implies that

Pδ = δIn is also a QLF for any δ > 0, Theorem 4.9 allows the design of Lyapunov

functions with distinct maximal and minimal eigenvalues.

If we maintain the assumption that the set of normal matrices which comprise

the subsystems of a switched system are pairwise commuting (thus simultaneously

unitarily diagonalizable), we can achieve a similar generalization of Theorem 4.6 and

Corollary 4.3.
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Theorem 4.10. [13] Let T be given and {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a set of simultaneously

unitarily diagonalizable matrices for which T is (completely) stabilizing. Then there

exist (complete) switching signals i(t) for which any positive definite, diagonal matrix

D yields the quadratic Lyapunov function given by VUDU∗(x) for the switched system

(2.5).

Proof. Choose i(t) such that spec(Ai(t)) ⊂ H(t) for all t ∈ T. As in the proof of

Theorem 4.8, the eigenvalues of LTa(Ai(t), UDU
∗, µ(t)) are of the form pjg(λi(t), µ(t)).

Since i(t) was chosen in such a way to ensure that the spectrum of Ai(t) is contained

in the (time-varying) Hilger stability region, it follows that pjg(λi(t), µ(t)) < 0 for

arbitrary positive pj.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.6, in the cases where T is completely stabi-

lizing, then ⋃
t∈T

SH(t) = I

and a complete switching signal can be chosen.

There exists a natural generalization of simultaneously unitarily diagonaliz-

able matrices: those which are simply simultaneously diagonalizable. Recall normal

matrices are a nice subset of diagonalizable matrices (precisely, those matrices which

are diagonalizable by a unitary matrix). As a result, Theorem 4.9 can actually be

extended to a bigger result with minimal changes its proof. We first reference a

lemma characterizing these sets of matrices.

Lemma 4.2. [22] A set of diagonalizable matrices {Ai}i∈I are simultaneously diago-

nalizable if and only if they commute pairwise. That is, there exist a single M ∈ Rn×n

(not necessarily unitary) for which M−1AiM = Di is diagonal for all i ∈ I.

Theorem 4.11. Let T be given and {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be simultaneously diagonalizable

by the matrix M . Then for any D � 0, the matrix PM = M∗DM is a common
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quadratic Lyapunov function for the system (2.4) under arbitrary switching if and

only if each Ai is Hilger.

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 4.9 given the following obser-

vations. Since D is constructed to be positive definite, then PM = M∗DM is also

positive definite since conjugacy preserves sign definiteness [22]. In addition, it holds

that

M∗LTa(Di, D, µ(t))M =M∗(D∗iD +DDi + µ(t)D∗iDDi)M

=M∗D∗iDM +M∗DDiM + µ(t)M∗D∗iDDiM

=M∗D∗iM
−∗M∗DM +M∗DMM−1DiM

+ µ(t)M∗D∗iM
−∗M∗DMM−1DiM

=(M−1DiM)∗P + P (M−1DiM)

+ µ(t)(M−1DiM)∗P (M−1DiM)

=ATP + PA+ µ(t)ATPA

=LTa(Ai, P, µ(t)).

Recall in the proof of Theorem 4.9 that D was constructed such that

LTa(Di, D, µ(t)) ≺ 0.

Since these two matrices are conjugates, they also share the same sign definiteness

and LTa(Ai, P, µ(t)) ≺ 0.

As a result, Theorem 4.10 can also be generalized to switched systems com-

prised of simultaneously diagonalizable matrices. While this is a larger class of

matrices, we lose the ability to explicitly select the eigenvalues for our Lyapunov

function since PM = M∗DM is not similar to D.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Lyapunov Functions for Triangular Switched Systems

We now branch out and consider switched systems whose subsystem matrices

comprise a “larger” class than the set of normal matrices; the class of matrices which

we consider are triangularizable matrices, those which are similar to upper triangular

matrices. We extend our theory in such a way as to recover all of the results in the

previous chapter as special cases to those presented in the sections that follow.

5.1 Constructing Quadratic Lyapunov Functions

Before constructing CQLFs for arbitrary switched systems, we first detail how

this construction takes place on a single, “one switch” triangularizable system. In

doing so, we appeal to two results in matrix theory [22].

Theorem 5.1 (Schur). Given A ∈ Cn×n with eigenvalues {λj}nj=1 ordered in any way,

there exists a unitary matrix U ∈ Cn×n such that UAU∗ = T is upper triangular,

with the eigenvalues ordered as specified down the diagonal.

That is, every matrix is considered triangularizable. Unfortunately, this de-

composition is not unique, in particular, when a given eigenspace has dimension

larger than one [22]. Since diagonal matrices are also upper triangular, the following

theory is a direct generalization of the results for diagonalizable matrices considered

in the previous chapter. However, additional hypotheses besides triangularizability

will be needed to imply the existence of CQLFs since it has been shown [26] that

there exist switched systems comprised of stable matrices (for which Schur’s theorem

applies) over R for which CQLFs do not exist. The second theorem we will utilize

in the proceeding work is stated next.
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Theorem 5.2 (Sylvester’s Criterion). A matrix is positive definite if and only if its

leading principle minors are positive.

Since we are interested when the time scale algebraic Lyapunov operator is

negative definite, we will apply Sylvester’s Criterion to either −LTa(Ai(t), P, µ(t))

or −LTa(Ai, P, µmax) (in light of Lemma 3.1). The following result is crucial to the

upcoming theory since the methods used here will be extended in subsequent proofs;

furthermore, the specific QLF constructed here has a special form that play a role in

other results. Throughout the rest of this chapter, U ∈ Cn×n will denote a unitary

matrix and T ∈ Cn×n will be upper triangular.

Theorem 5.3. Let T be given. If A = U∗TU ∈ Rn×n is Hilger stable, then there exists

a quadratic Lyapunov function for the linear dynamic equation x∆ = Ax of the form

VU∗DU(x) = xTU∗DUx, where D is a diagonal matrix.

Proof. Let T be given and A be a real Hilger stable matrix. We will prove the result

by constructing a positive definite diagonal matrix D with eigenvalues {pk}nk=1 such

that LTa(T,D, µ(t)) ≺ 0 for all t ∈ T. Since similarity transformations preserve the

spectrum of a matrix, pre- and post-multiplying by U∗ and U respectively will allow

us to we conclude that LTa(A,U∗DU, µ(t)) ≺ 0 for all t ∈ T, and that for P = U∗DU ,

the functional VP (x) is a QLF for the linear dynamic equation x∆ = Ax.

To accomplish the outline above, note that the i, j entry of −LTa(T,D, µ(t)) is

given by

[
−LTa(T,D, µ(t))

]
i,j

= −pm (H(i− j)t̄j,i +H(j − i)ti,j)− µ(t)
m∑
k=1

pk t̄k,itk,j,

where H(·) represents the Heaviside function

H(n) =


0, n < 0,

1, n ≥ 0,
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m := min{i, j}, and ti,j is the i, j entry of T . Note that ti,i are the eigenvalues of A

since they are the diagonal entries of T .

Appealing to Sylvester’s Criterion, we show by induction that the eigenvalues

{pk}nk=1 of D can be successively chosen in such a way to guarantee that the leading

principal minors of−LTa(T,D, µ(t)) are all positive. The 1, 1 entry of−LTa(T,D, µ(t))

(which coincides with the first leading principal minor) is

−p1g(t1,1, µ(t)) := −p1(2 Re(t1,1) + µ(t)|t1,1|)

We may arbitrarily select p1 > 0 since A is Hilger stable (that is, g(ti,i, µ(t)) < 0 for

all i = 1, . . . , n and all t ∈ T). It follows that the first leading principle minor of

−LTa(T,D, µ(t)) is positive.

Now suppose that the (d−1)×(d−1) leading principal minor of−LTa(T,D, µ(t))

is positive, and we wish to show that the d× d leading principal minor can be made

positive with a judicious choice of pd. Laplace’s determinant expansion is used on

the leading d× d submatrix of −LTa(T,D, µ(t)), which will be denoted Ld×dsub in this

proof; this is done since the determinant of this matrix is by definition the d × d

leading principal minor of −LTa(T,D, µ(t)). We adopt the notation Li,j for the i, j

entry of −LTa(T,D, µ(t)), and represent the {d, j} minor of Ld×dsub by Md,j; notice that

Md,d = detLd−1×d−1
sub . Then,

detLd×dsub =
d∑
j=1

(−1)d+jLd,jMd,j

= Ld,dMd,d +
d−1∑
j=1

(−1)d+jLd,jMd,j

=

(
−pdg(td,d, µ(t))− µ(t)

d−1∑
k=1

pk|tk,d|2
)
Md,d +

d−1∑
j=1

(−1)d+jLd,jMd,j

= −pdg(td,d, µ(t))Md,d − µ(t)
d−1∑
k=1

pk|tk,d|2Md,d +
d−1∑
j=1

(−1)d+jLd,jMd,j.

By the induction hypothesis, Md,d = detLd−1×d−1
sub > 0, and g(td,d, µ(t)) < 0 for all
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t ∈ T since A is Hilger. As a result, detLd×dsub > 0 if and only if

pd >

d−1∑
k=1

µ(t)pk|tk,d|2Md,d − (−1)d+kLd,kMd,k

−Md,dg(td,d, µ(t))
.

Because the right-hand side will play a role in future proofs, for a given Schur

decomposition of A = U∗TU , define

J(T, d, µ(t)) :=

d−1∑
k=1

µ(t)pk|tk,d|2Md,d − (−1)d+kLd,kMd,k

−Md,dg(td,d, µ(t))
, (5.1)

and (in general) choose each eigenvalue pd of D so that pd > J(T (t), d, µ(t)) for all

t ∈ T. To show that this inequality can be satisfied for all t ∈ T, we show that

J(T, d, ·) is increasing with respect to µ(t), and that there must exist a µmax.

Recall by Lemma 3.1 that for eigenvalues λi contained in H(t), it follows that

g(λi, µ(t)) ≤ g(λi, µmax) < 0; that is, |g(λi, µmax)| < |g(λi, µ(t))| for all t ∈ T. Given

this and the fact that Md,d > 0 by hypothesis, the denominator of (5.1) is positive

and minimized when µ(t) = µmax. Similarly, since Md,d > 0, the numerator is

maximized when µ(t) = µmax. It follows that J(T, d, µ(t)) ≤ J(T, d, µmax). Since A

is Hilger stable and time-invariant, the time scale must exhibit a largest graininess,

and the inequalities pd > J(T, d, µ(t)) can be achieved for each d = 1, . . . , n and all

t ∈ T.

Using this construction, a positive definite P = U∗DU is obtained which

shares a unitary factorization with A and VP (x) = xTPx is a QLF for the system

x∆ = Ax.

5.2 Simultaneously Triangularizable Switched Systems

The previous theorem can be naturally extended to prove the stability of cer-

tain types of switched systems provided each of the subsystem matrices can be put

into triangular form by the same unitary matrix U . This is a generalization of the sit-

uation in Chapter Four, where certain results hinged upon “simultaneous (unitary)
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diagonalization.” The extent to which simultaneous triangularizability generalizes

previous results for sets of normal pairwise commuting matrices and simultaneously

diagonalizable matrices will be discussed later in this section. To expedite this discus-

sion, we gather here some definitions and lemmas regarding sets of “simultaneously

triangularizable” matrices.

Definition 5.1. A set of matrices {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n is said to be simultaneously tri-

angularizable by M if there exists a matrix M such that MAiM
−1 = Ti is upper

triangular for each i ∈ I.

Lemma 5.1. [32] If a set of matrices is simultaneously triangularizable by M , then

there exists a unitary matrix U such that the set is simultaneously triangularizable

by U .

In [12], the authors give one of the primary characterizations of simultaneous

triangularization for a set of matrices, based on the work of McCoy [29]. By appeal-

ing to this theorem, we derive tractable conditions which characterize simultaneous

triangularizability and are easy to verify based on the original data. Two preliminary

definitions are needed first.

Definition 5.2. Let A ∈ Rn×n be given. The jth subordinate principal submatrix of

A, denoted Sj(A), is the principle submatrix of A resulting from the deletion of the

first j many columns and rows.

This notation is utilized in the following definition, a term which we introduce

in this dissertation in the interest of succinctness.

Definition 5.3. A set of matrices {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n is said to be mutually deflatable it

satisifes each of the following:
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(1) All of the matrices Ai share a common eigenvector, v1 ∈ Rn.

(2) Given the n× n unitary matrix U1 formed by expanding v1 to a normalized

basis1 , all of the first subordinate principal (n− 1)× (n− 1) submatrices of

U−1
1 AiU1, denoted S1(U−1

1 AiU1), share a common eigenvector, v2 ∈ Rn−1.

(3) Given the (n − 1) × (n − 1) unitary matrix U2 formed by expanding v2 to

a normalized basis, all of the first subordinate principal (n − 2) × (n − 2)

submatrices of U−1
2 S1(U−1

1 AiU1)U2 share a common eigenvector, v3 ∈ Rn−2.

(n-2) Given the 3×3 unitary matrix Un−2 formed by expanding vn−2 to a normal-

ized basis, all of the first subordinate principal 2× 2 submatrices of

U−1
n−2S1(U−1

n−3 . . . S1(U−1 1AiU1) . . . Un−3)Un−2

share a common eigenvector, vn−1 ∈ R2.

Notice that it is fairly straightforward to verify whether a given set of N many

n× n matrices are mutually deflatable in N × n many computations.

Theorem 5.4. A set of matrices is mutually deflatable if and only if they are simul-

taneously triangularizable.

Proof. We begin with the forward direction. Let {Ai}i∈I be a given set of n × n

mutually deflatable matrices. This proof follows from the proof included in [12],

but is included here for the sake of completeness. By hypothesis, each Ai shares

an eigenvector associated with the eigenvalues λi1, which we normalize and label v1.

Expanding this eigenvector to a basis, a unitary matrix U1 can be formed from that

basis such that

U−1
1 AiU1 =

 λi1 xi

0 Bn−1
i

 ,
1 In Rn×n, this is done by finding n− 1 many linearly independent vectors to v1 (e.g., members

of the standard basis), applying the Gram-Schmidt process, and creating a matrix whose columns
are the normalized vectors.
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where Bn−1
i is an (n − 1) × (n − 1) (possibly complex-valued) matrix, and xi ∈

C1×(n−1). By hypothesis, each of the (n−1)×(n−1) matrices Bn−1
i share a common

eigenvector associated with the eigenvalues λi2 of S1(U−1
1 AiU1) = Bn−1

i which can

be normalized and labeled v2. As before, a unitary matrix U2 can be created (this

time of dimension n− 1) where

U−1
2 Bn−1

i U2 =

 λi2 xn−2
i

0 Bn−2
i

 ,
where Bn−2

i ∈ C(n−2)×(n−2) and xn−2
i ∈ C1×(n−2). Setting

Û := U1

 1 0

0 U2

 ,
it follows that

Û−1AiÛ =


λi1 xi yi

0 λi2 zi

0 0 B2
i

 ,
for some xi ∈ C and yi, zi ∈ C1×(n−2). Continuing to appeal to the hypothesis, it

is evident that the matrices are simultaneously triangularizable. Furthermore, the

proof can be use to construct the necessary unitary transformation required to put

all the matrices in upper triangular form.

Now suppose the converse, that {Ai}i∈I is a set of simultaneously triangular-

izable matrices. By Theorem 1 of [12], simultaneous triangularizability is equivalent

to the fact that for every scalar polynomial p(x1, . . . , xm) in the (noncommutative)

variables x1, . . . , xm, each of the matrices

p(A1, . . . , Am)(AiAj − AjAi), i, j = 1, . . . ,m,

is nilpotent. Furthermore, in the proof of the aforementioned theorem, it is deduced

that the above condition implies that each of the matrices A1, . . . , Am have a common
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eigenvector. Using this common eigenvector, we can construct a unitary U1 as before

such that

U−1
1 AiU1 =

 λi1 xi

0 Bn−1
i

 ,
where Bn−1

i is an (n − 1) × (n − 1) (possibly complex-valued) matrix, and xi ∈

C1×(n−1). However, since the Ai are simultaneously triangularizable, it must be the

case that the Bn−1
i are as well. As a result, the polynomials

p(Bn−1
1 , . . . , Bn−1

m )(Bn−1
i Bn−1

j −Bn−1
j Bn−1

i ), i, j = 1, . . . ,m,

are nilpotent and the matrices Bn−1
i all share a common eigenvector. This common

eigenvector can be used to form a unitary matrix which deflates Bn−1
i . Since the

matrix is n dimensional, this procedure will produces a set of n many eigenvectors

of decreasing dimension which deflate the corresponding subordinate matrices, and

hence the matrices {Ai}i∈I are mutually deflatable.

Theorem 5.4 justifies our exploration into sets of matrices that are simulta-

neously triangularizable, as it easy to determine if a set of matrices is mutually

deflatable.

5.2.1 Triangularizable Switched Systems Under Arbitrary Switching

We now extend Theorem 5.3 to the case of switched systems under arbitrary

switching. As convention, we will state our theorems in terms of simultaneous tri-

angularizability.

Theorem 5.5. Let {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a compact collection of simultaneously trian-

gularizable matrices and T be a time scale. If each Ai is Hilger stable, then there

exists a common quadratic Lyapunov function for the system (2.4).

Proof. Since each Ai = U∗TiU is triangularizable by the same unitary transform,

denoted U , we construct a single P = U∗DU such that LTa(Ai, P, µmax) ≺ 0 for
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all i ∈ I. This is done, as before, by choosing the eigenvalues of D such that

LTa(Ti, D, µmax) ≺ 0 for all i ∈ I. Since each Ai is Hilger stable, the first eigenvalue

p1 of the diagonal matrix D can be chosen arbitrarily positive, as in the proof of

Theorem 5.3. In the induction step of this proof, however, the successive pi must

now be chosen across multiple inequalities. Specifically, each eigenvalue must satisfy

pd > max
i∈I

J(Ti, d, µmax),

where J(Ti, d, µmax) was defined in (5.1). The maximum is obtainable since the index

set I is compact. It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.3 that VP (x) = xT (U∗DU)x

is a CQLF for the system (2.4).

To illustrate the proof of Theorem 5.5, we construct a CQLF for a given

switched system.

Example 5.1. Let

A1 =


−1 −3 1

0 −3 0

−1 −1 −1

 , A2 =


−2 −1 1

0 −1 0

−1 1 −2

 , A3 =


−1 −1 2

0 −2 0

−2 2 −1

 ,
and T be any time scale with µmax = 1

4
. Notice Theorem 5.5 generalizes results from

[33] since none of the above three matrices commute with each other.

These three matrices are simultaneously triangularizable by the unitary matrix

U =


1√
2

0 −i√
2

1√
2

0 i√
2

0 1 0

 ,
which can be constructed by the same process used to determine that the above

matrices are mutually deflatable. In addition, the eigenvalues of each matrix are

contained in the smallest Hilger circle, which can be seen by evaluating the functions
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g(λ, µmax) for the eigenvalues of each Ai. By Theorem 5.5, the system x∆ ∈ {Aix}3
i=1

is stable under arbitrary switching, regardless of chosen initial conditions.

To construct the CQLF necessary to prove this, the unitary transform above

is used to triangularize each of the subsystem matrices:

T1 = UA1U
∗ =


−1 + i 0 −−3−i√

2

0 −1− i
√

4 + 3i

0 0 −3

 ,

T2 = UA2U
∗ =


−2 + i 0 −(−1)1/3

0 −2− i (−1)3/4

0 0 −1

 ,

T3 = UA3U
∗ =


−1 + 2i −1 −1+2i√

2

0 −1− 2i −1−2i√
2

0 0 −2

 .
As argued in the proof of Theorem 5.5, each leading principal minor of

−LTa(Ti, DP , µmax)

can be made positive by an appropriate choice for the eigenvalues of D. Let D be

a diagonal matrix with entries {pi}ni=1. Examining the 1, 1 entries of the algebraic

Lyapunov operator output yields the three expressions:

[
−LTa(T1, DP , µmax)

]
1,1

=
3

2
p1,[

−LTa(T2, DP , µmax)
]

1,1
=

11

4
p1,[

−LTa(T2, DP , µmax)
]

1,1
=

3

4
p1.

These expressions will all be positive for any choice of p1 > 0 (a result of the fact

that each Ai was Hilger stable); let p1 = 1.
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In order for the second leading principal minors of −LTa(Ti, DP , µmax) to be

positive across the index set I = {1, 2, 3}, the following three conditions must also

be satisfied:

9

4
p2 > 0,

121

16
p2 > 0,

9

16
p2 > 0.

As before, these inequalities will be satisfied for any positive value of p2; for simplic-

ity, let p2 = 1.

Finally, det
(
−LTa(Ti, DP , µ)

)
must be positive, leading to the inequalities

det(−LTa(T1, DP , µmax)) = −15 +
135

16
p3 > 0,

det(−LTa(T2, DP , µmax)) = −11

2
+

847

64
p3 > 0,

det(−LTa(T3, DP , µmax)) = −15

4
+

27

16
p3 > 0.

This gives us our first nontrivial set of inequalities that must be satisfied; choosing

p3 = 7
3

works. Computing P , we see

P = U∗DPU =


1√
2

0 −i√
2

1√
2

0 i√
2

0 1 0


∗ 

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 7
3




1√
2

0 −i√
2

1√
2

0 i√
2

0 1 0



=


1 0 0

0 7
3

0

0 0 1

 .
This positive definite matrix gives way to the CQLF

VP (x) = xT


1 0 0

0 7
3

0

0 0 1

x.
To verify that this is a bona fide CQLF, we appeal to Lemma 3.1 and evaluate the
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spectrum of the algebraic Lyapunov operator output at the largest graininess in the

time scale, µmax = 1
4

and observe that

spec

(
LTa
(
A1, P,

1

4

))
= {−7.32328, −1.5, −0.42672},

spec

(
LTa
(
A2, P,

1

4

))
= {−4.06032, −2.75, −2.27302}, and

spec

(
LTa
(
A3, P,

1

4

))
= {−6.46131, −.75, −0.03869}.

Since evaluating the operator at each subsystem matrix with our positive definite

P and µmax produced negative definite output, VP (x(t)) = xTPx is indeed a CQLF

for the switched system x∆ ∈ {Aix}3
i=1, and the switched system is stable under

arbitrary switching.

A direct corollary of Theorem 5.5 generalizes the primary result regarding

sets of pairwise commuting matrices by Narendra and Balakrishnan [30] to the time

scales setting; it is a byproduct of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. [22] Let {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a set of pairwise commuting matrices. Then

they are simultaneously triangularizable.

Corollary 5.1. Let {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a compact collection of pairwise commutative

matrices and T be a time scale. If each Ai is Hilger stable, then there exists a

common quadratic Lyapunov function for the system (2.4).

This corollary also improves upon a major result in [33], in which Ramos

utilized the time-varying, closed-form solution to the TSALE (3.6). Since she was

investigating time-varying Lyapunov functions of the form VP (t) = xTP (t)x, an

additional hypothesis had to be satisfied, namely that

−LTa(Ai, P (t), µ(t))+(In+µ(t)Ai)
TP∆(In+µ(t)Ai) ≺ 0, i = 1, . . . , N, for all t ∈ T.

(5.2)
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Since the theory in this work deals with constant P � 0, (5.2) is trivially

satisfied. Furthermore, it was assumed in [33] that the set of subsystem matrices

was finite, which has been expanded above to allow arbitrary compact sets. Finally,

Theorem 5.5 also generalizes Theorem 4.9, since diagonal matrices are a subset of

triangular matrices.

5.2.2 Lie Algebraic Interpretations

We briefly discuss how our result fits into the literature dealing with CQLFs

for switched systems from a Lie algebraic approach. One can also view the statement

of Theorem 5.5 and its associated corollary in terms of the Lie algebra generated by

the subsystem matrices {Ai}i∈I , an approach that several authors utilize [1, 26, 27].

Recall that the Lie algebra generated by a set of matrices {Ai}i∈I is the smallest

finite-dimensional vector space closed under the Lie bracket,

[Ai, Aj] := AiAj − AjAi,

that contains {Ai}i∈I . For more information regarding Lie algebras and their prop-

erties, the reader is referred to [35].

As a result of Lie’s theorem [35], which states that every solvable Lie algebra

has a basis for which each matrix in the algebra has upper triangular form (i.e.,

the matrices are simultaneously triangularizable), Theorem 5.5 is a generalization

to hybrid domains of the central result in [27]. This referenced result is stated in its

newfound generality below.

Corollary 5.2. Let T be given. If {Ai}i∈I is a compact collection of Hilger stable

matrices and their generated Lie algebra {Ai : i ∈ I}LA is solvable, then there exists

a common quadratic Lyapunov function for the switched system x∆ ∈ {Aix}i∈I .

When viewing switched systems under arbitrary switching in terms of their

generated Lie algebras, an alternate proof of Corollary 5.1 arises. Pairwise commu-

tativity of a set of matrices implies that their generated Lie algebra is nilpotent, and
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thus solvable [35]. This allows us to appeal to Corollary 5.2 and deduce the exis-

tence of a CQLF for a switched system comprised of pairwise commuting subsystem

matrices.

While interesting properties of switched systems can be gleaned by studying

their generated Lie algebras, the benefit of viewing switched systems in terms of

simultaneous triangularizability is that it can be quickly determined in N ×n many

steps whether a given set of matrices are mutually deflatable, and thus simultane-

ously triangularizable. Furthermore, since simultaneous triangularizability of a set of

matrices is not equivalent to having a solvable Lie algebra, our result can be viewed

as a more general hypotheses than the results published in [27] for the T = R case

which prove the stability of switched systems whose associated Lie algebra is solv-

able. For this reason, we will continue throughout this work to state our hypotheses

in terms of simultaneous triangularizability.

5.2.3 Triangularizable Systems Under Particular Switching

As in Chapter Four, we now relax our hypotheses and seek conditions which

imply the existence of a stable switching pattern for a switched system of the form

(2.5), and investigate when switching orders admit time scales which produce stable

trajectories.

Given a switching signal i(t) : T→ I, we wish to find a single P � 0 such that

LTa(Ai(t), P, µ(t)) ≺ 0 at each t ∈ T, for compact and simultaneously triangularizable

{Ai}i∈I . Recall that this amounts to the identification of a single QLF for the time

varying aggregate system x∆ = Ai(t)x, as opposed to the construction of a QLF that

is common to each of the subsystems. It is important to maintain the distinction

between those two problems.

Theorem 5.6. Let {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a compact collection of simultaneously triangu-

larizable matrices and T be a time scale that is (completely) stabilizing with respect
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to {Ai}i∈I . Then there exists a (complete) stable switching pattern for the switched

system (2.5).

Proof. Let Ai each be triangularizable by the unitary matrix U . Set

Sµ(t) := {i ∈ I : spec(Ai) ⊂ H(t)}, (5.3)

and notice that Sµ(t) is nonempty for all t ∈ T since T is stabilizing. Let i(t) : T→ I

be defined such that i(t) ∈ Sµ(t) for each t ∈ T; if T is completely stabilizing, then

we can choose i(t) to be a complete switching signal since
⋃
t∈T Sµ(t) = I. Once such

a switching signal has been chosen, we can construct a QLF for the time varying

system (2.5).

We show that there exists a diagonal D with eigenvalues {pm}nm=1 such that

LTa(Ti(t), D, µ(t)) ≺ 0 for all t ∈ T. Consider µ(t) = µ1 and let i(t) ∈ Sµ1 . The

first positive eigenvalue of D can be arbitrarily chosen, so let p1 = 1. Now for each

1 < j ≤ n, choose pj,µ1 > max
k∈Sµ1

J(Tk, j, µ1), where J(Tk, j, µ1) is defined in (5.1).

Since T is stabilizing and I is compact, Lemma 2.3 implies that there exists a

maximum graininess, µmax. Furthermore, since J(Tk, j, ·) is increasing in the third

slot with respect to µ(t) (as shown in the proof of Theorem 5.3), we can choose (for

each 1 < j ≤ n)

pj,µr > max
k∈Sµr

{J(Tk, j, µr)}.

And thus we can choose the eigenvalues of D to be

p1 = 1, p2 > max
r
{p2,µr}, . . . , pn > max

r
{pn,µr}.

After evaluation at each t ∈ T, the time-invariant matrix LTa(Ti(t), D, µ(t)) is

negative definite for all t ∈ T according to Sylvester’s Theorem, due to the switching

signal i(t) and the eigenvalue construction of D. Therefore, P = U∗DU is a QLF

for the time-varying system x∆ = Ai(t)x.
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The proof of Theorem 5.3 naturally leads to the following corollary regarding

switched systems following a particular switching signal.

Corollary 5.3. Let T be given and {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a compact collection of simul-

taneously triangularizable matrices. If the time-varying matrix Ai(t) is Hilger stable,

then there exists a quadratic Lyapunov function for the switched system (2.5).

The construction of the QLF in the previous proof is demonstrated in the

example below.

Example 5.2. We consider a switched system comprised of the subsystem matrices

A1 =

 0.1124 −2.3597

0.2887 −1.6124

 and A2 =

 −6.2887 0.6124

0.8067 −7.7113

 ,
whose dynamics evolve over a time scale T comprised of only two graininesses which

occur equally often, µ1 = 1 and µ2 = 1
5
. The region of exponential stability and the

associated Hilger circles for this type of time scale are shown in Figure 5.1, along

with the spectrum of the two matrices; notice that A2 is not exponentially stable

over this time scale.

These matrices are both triangularizable by the unitary matrix

U =

 3√
11

√
2
11

−
√

2
11

3√
11

 ,
which gives

U∗A1U =

 −1 −2.6484

0 −0.5

 and U∗A2U =

 −6 −0.1943

0 −8

 .
Since the spectrum of at least one of the matrices is contained in Hmin and each

eigenvalue of A1 and A2 is contained in at least one Hilger circle, the time scale

is completely stabilizing with respect to {Ai}2
i=1 and the sets defined by (5.3) are

nonempty for all t ∈ T; specifically, Sµ1 = {1} and Sµ2 = {1, 2}. Therefore, any
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Figure 5.1: The region in the complex plain of exponential stability is shaded in blue and
the associated Hilger circles for µ1 = 1 and µ2 = 1

5 are dashed. The eigenvalues of A1 are
on the right and the eigenvalues of A2 are on the left.

switching pattern satisfying i(t) ∈ Sµ(t) induces stable behavior. This is interpreted

in the following manner: for any t ∈ T with µ(t) = µ1, the activated subsystem

must be A1, while for any t ∈ T where µ(t) = µ2 either A1 or A2 can be active.

To prove the stability of any such switching pattern, we construct the QLF

outlined in Theorem 5.6. The notation is taken from the proof of Theorem 5.3 with

the addition of superscripts to differentiate between A1 and A2. Since the matrices

are 2× 2, the leading submatrices of the output of the negative time scale algebraic

Lyapunov operator (3.3), denoted L1×1
sub , are scalars. The first positive eigenvalue of

D is arbitrarily chosen to be p1 = 1. We now compute p2,µ1 and p2,µ2 . Based on the

proof of Theorem 5.6, p2,µ1 must satisfy

p2,µ1 > max
k∈Sµ1

J(Tk, 2, µ1)

= J(T1, 2, 1)

=
p1|t11,2|2M1

2,2 − (−1)2+1L1
2,1M

1
2,1

−M1
2,2g(t12,2, µ1)

= 9.3520,
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so for convenience, we choose p2,µ1 = 10. Similarly, p2,µ2 must be chosen to satisfy

the inequality

p2,µ2 > max
k∈Sµ2

J(Tk, 2, µ2)

= max

{
J

(
T1, 2,

1

5

)
, J

(
T2, 2,

1

5

)}
where

J

(
T1, 2,

1

5

)
=

1
5
p1|t11,2|2M1

2,2 − (−1)2+1L1
2,1M

1
2,1

−M1
2,2g(t12,2,

1
5
)

= 4.1017,

and

J

(
T2, 2,

1

5

)
=

1
5
p1|t21,2|2M2

2,2 − (−1)2+1L2
2,1M

2
2,1

−M2
2,2g(t22,2,

1
5
)

=
1
5
(−0.194354)2(−24) + (−0.971769)2

−384
5

= 0.0025.

So p2,µ2 must be chosen to be larger than 4.1017, say p2,µ2 = 5. Finally, in choosing

the second eigenvalue of the QLF, p2 must satisfy p2 > max{p2,µ1 , p2,µ2}; let p2 = 11.

This yields the quadratic Lyapunov function

VP (x) = xTPx

= xTU∗DUx

= xT

 3√
11

√
2
11

−
√

2
11

3√
11


∗  1 0

0 11


 3√

11

√
2
11

−
√

2
11

3√
11


= xT

 31
11

−30
√

2
11

−30
√

2
11

101
11

x.
To verify that VP (x) is indeed a QLF for the time varying system x∆ = Ai(t)x (where

i(t) ∈ Sµ(t) for all t ∈ T), we examine the spectrum of the corresponding time scale
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algebraic Lyapunov operator outputs for each acceptable Ai, µj pair, leading to the

following:

spec(LTa(A1, P, µ1)) = {−1.2361,−1}

spec(LTa(A1, P, µ2)) = {−9.6212,−1.2261}

spec(LTa(A2, P, µ1)) = {−35.1925,−4.8000}.

So for all t ∈ T, it follows that LTa(Ai(t), P, µ(t))) ≺ 0, and the switched system is

GUES under the particular switching pattern. Notice that VP (x) is not a CQLF for

the system since spec(LTa(A2, P, µ1)) = {528.0370, 23.9983}.

In Theorem 5.6, it was assumed that a completely stabilizing time scale was

given a priori and then a QLF was to be derived for certain switching signals in order

to imply the global exponential stability of trajectories under those switching signals.

Even if the subsystem matrices themselves were not all exponentially stable, certain

complete switching signals (which are still allowed to activate the systems that are

not exponentially stable) could yield global exponential stability, as demonstrated

in Example 5.2. This is possible because the hypotheses of Theorem 5.6 can be met

with matrices whose eigenvalues are in the left-half complex plane but not in the

time scale region of exponential stability S(T); however, in order for a time scale

to be stabilizing with respect to a set of subsystem matrices, there must be at least

one subsystem whose eigenvalues are in Hmin ⊂ S(T).

In [6], the authors proved stability of switched systems over continuous do-

mains comprised of unstable matrices (by appealing to the average dwell time of

an unstable matrix and multiple Lyapunov functions). The situation described in

Theorem 5.6 still has a single QLF which guarantees that solutions decrease mono-

tonically with respect to the norm defined by the QLF; as discussed after Theorem

4.6, there is no analogous phenomenon when T = R or Z. While results based on

dwell time and multiple Lyapunov functions allow consideration of some subsys-
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tem matrices whose eigenvalues may be in the right-half complex plane, Theorem

5.6 and Corollary 5.3 still require that subsystem matrices have their spectrum in

the left-half plane (which is not equivalent to exponential stability on general time

scales).

We now discuss stability results which arise when a particular switching order

is desired from a given set of matrices. The results here generalize those in Theo-

rem 4.3 for switched systems comprised of normal subsystems to the larger class of

simultaneously triangularizable systems.

The following theorem depends heavily on the QLF that was constructed in

the proof of Theorem 5.6.

Theorem 5.7. Let {Ai}Ni=1 be a collection of simultaneously triangularizable matrices

with eigenvalues in the left-half complex plane, and O ∈ Nω be a specified switching

order. Then there exist stabilizing time scales with respect to {Ai}Ni=1 and at least

one switching signal i(t) : T → {1, . . . , N} associated with O such that x∆ = Ai(t)x

has a quadratic Lyapunov function.

Proof. To begin, we define a base equivalence class of time scales; this is done by

selecting graininesses µj such that for each Ai, there exists at least one j = 1, . . . ,M

such that spec(Ai) ⊂ Hµj . That is, the graininesses which are chosen must give rise

to stabilizing time scales. This collection of graininesses can be refined to include

smaller graininesses if desired (possibly to have more control of when the switching

occurs, as opposed to just what order it occurs); the smallest graininess will also

define the potential error possible in the timing of switching instances. Once refined,

a stabilizing time scale can be constructed as follows.

Let s0 be the first element of O and choose the next point in the time scale,

denoted σ(0), such that spec(As0) ⊂ Hµ(0). Continuing in this manner for each
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point in the time scale, we define the stabilizing time scale domain to be given by

the following closed set:

T := {σn(0) : spec(Aσ̃(i0)) ⊂ Hµ(σn(0)) , n ∈ N}.

Constructing the time scale in this manner guarantees that the set

SH(t) := {i ∈ N0 : spec(Ai) ⊂ H(t)}

is nonempty for each t ∈ T. Following the construction in the proof of Theorem

5.6, a QLF can be obtained for the time-varying system generated by the switching

order O.

Again, it is possible for this construction to generate a time scale for which

the eigenvalues of one or more of the subsystem matrices are not contained in the

region of exponential stability. However, the time scale has been generated in such

a way that the associated switching order will produce solutions which decrease

monotonically with respect to the norm defined by the QLF.
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CHAPTER SIX

Lyapunov Functions for General Switched Systems

6.1 The Constrained Quadratic Lyapunov Matrix Inequality

In the interest of generalizing the results contained in the previous chapters,

we utilize the Lyapunov theory detailed in Section 3.3. That is, we assume that the

underlying time scale is discrete (i.e., a time scale consisting solely of left- and right-

scattered points, allowing for multiple graininesses) and appeal to the constrained

time scale quadratic Lyapunov matrix inequality (3.10) for switched systems of the

form (2.4). We also consider the modified constraint (3.8) for switched systems of

the form (2.5). As a result, conditions can be determined on both the time scale and

the subsystem matrices without requiring that the subsystem matrices all belong to

a particular class of matrices (such as normal, pairwise commuting diagonalizable,

or simultaneously triangularizable matrices). That is, we distinguish the search for

a (C)QLF from any interrelated properties of the subsystem matrices.

Since the proof of the cornerstone result in this chapter relies on several tech-

nical lemmas, we gather them here for convenience. The first lemma rephrases the

search for a P � 0 satisfying the constrained matrix inequality (3.8) to the existence

of a particular negative definite matrix.

Lemma 6.1 (Finsler). [4] Let y ∈ Rm, Q ∈ Sm, and B ∈ Rr×m with rank(B) < m.

Then the following are equivalent:

(1) yTQy < 0 for all By = 0, y 6= 0.

(2) (B⊥)TQB⊥ ≺ 0, where B⊥ is a basis for the nullspace of B.

(3) There exists an s ∈ R such that Q− sBTB ≺ 0.

(4) There exists an X ∈ Rm×r such that Q+XB +BTXT ≺ 0.
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Condition three will be utilized with blockwise defined matrices. To determine

the negative definiteness of the matrix in question, the Schur Complement Lemma

will be appealed to.

Lemma 6.2 (Schur Complement Lemma). [5] The Hermitian block matrixM S

ST N


is negative definite if and only if

M ≺ 0 and N − STM−1S ≺ 0

if and only if

N ≺ 0 and M − SN−1ST ≺ 0,

provided M and N are nonsingular.

Finally, the following two lemmas will be used to determine conditions which

imply that the subblock matrices referenced in the Schur Complement Lemma are

negative definite.

Lemma 6.3 (Weyl’s Spectral Inequality). [22] Let H and R be Hermitian matrices.

Then

λmin(H) + λi(R) ≤ λi(H +R) ≤ λmax(H) + λi(R),

where λmin(·) and λmax(·) denote the smallest and largest (real) eigenvalue of H and

λi(·) ∈ spec(·).

Lemma 6.4 (Ostrowski). [22] If H is Hermitian and S is nonsingular, with eigen-

values of H arranged in increasing order, then for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n there exists a

positive real number θk in the range

λmin(SS∗) ≤ θk ≤ λmax(SS∗)

such that λk(SHS
∗) = θkλk(H).
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We are now in a position to state and prove the primary result in this chapter.

We will see after the proof that a natural modification exists to imply the existence

of a QLF for switched systems under particular switching. Furthermore, certain

theorems in previous chapters are recovered as special cases. Notice that, unlike all

of the results up to this point, the following theorems do not require a compact set

of subsystem matrices, even though it may be computationally infeasible to check

the hypotheses in the non-compact case. For the sake of brevity, we recall the

notation Ai(t) := In + µ(t)Ai and notate the j-many singular values of A ∈ Rn×n

by σjΣ(A) :=
√
λJ(TAT ).

Theorem 6.1. Let T be a discrete time scale and {Ai}i∈I a set of uniformly regressive

matrices. There exists a common quadratic Lyapunov function for the switched

system x∆ ∈ {Ai}i∈I if

σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1, for all t ∈ T and for all i ∈ I.

Proof. It was shown earlier that the existence of a CQLF for the system (2.4) can

be determined by finding a P � 0 that satisfies the constrained time scale quadratic

Lyapunov inequality (3.10), for all t ∈ T and all i ∈ I. Applying Finsler’s Lemma

to the inequality, where

y =

 x(t)

xσ(t)

 ∈ R2n, Q =

−P 0

0 P

 ∈ R2n×2n, Bi(t) =

[
Ai(t) −I

]
∈ Rn×2n,

the existence of a CQLF for the system (2.4) is equivalent to the existence of an

s ∈ R and P � 0 such that

Q− sBT
i (t)Bi(t) =

−P 0

0 P

− s
Ai(t)
−I

[Ai(t) −I]

=

−P − sAi(t)TAi(t) sAi(t)T

sAi(t) P − sI

 ≺ 0,
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for all t ∈ T and i ∈ I. Notice that the rank condition in Finsler’s Lemma is trivially

satisfied since

rank

[
Ai(t) −I

]
= n < 2n.

For the sake of brevity, we will assume that the following conditions must hold across

all t ∈ T and i ∈ I. Utilizing the block structure of Q− sBT
i (t)Bi(t) and appealing

to the Schur Complement Lemma, there exists a CQLF if and only if

P − sI ≺ 0 (6.1)

and

−P − sAi(t)TAi(t)− s2Ai(t)T (P − sI)−1Ai(t) ≺ 0. (6.2)

Since a QLF is desired, P must be Hermitian and the Spectral Theorem ap-

plies. Condition (6.1) can be diagonally decomposed in the following manner:

P − sI = V DPV
−1 − sV V −1 = V (DP − sI)V −1.

P − sI is similar to a diagonal matrix and it is negative definite if and only if

s > λmax(P ) > 0, (6.3)

where positivity follows from the constraint P � 0. Because s ∈ R and λmax(P ) > 0

are free parameters, the standing assumption is made for the rest of the proof that

s−λmax(P ) > 0. As a result, the existence of a CQLF for the system is characterized

by the existence of a P � 0 and an s ∈ R (with the assumption that s−λmax(P ) > 0)

which satisfy condition (6.2).

To show that such a s ∈ R and P � 0 exist, we pre- and post-multiply the

left-hand side of

−P − sAi(t)TAi(t)− s2Ai(t)T (P − sI)−1Ai(t) ≺ 0

by Ai(t)−T and Ai(t)−1 respectively, both of which exist since each Ai is regressive

by hypothesis. This preserves the sign definiteness of the matrix, and the following,
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more convenient matrix is investigated:

− P − sAi(t)TAi(t)− s2ATi (t)(P − sI)−1Ai(t)

=−Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1 − sI − s2(P − sI)−1

=−Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1 − sV V −1 − s2V (DP − sI)−1V −1

=−Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1 − V (sI + s2(DP − s)−1)V −1.

Since this last line is Hermitian, it is negative definite when

λmax

(
−Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1 − V (sI + s2(DP − s)−1)V −1

)
< 0. (6.4)

Additionally, both −Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1 and −V (sI+s2(DP−s)−1)V −1 are Hermitian

and it follows from Weyl’s Spectral Theorem that

λmax(−Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1 − V (sI + s2(DP − s)−1)V −1)

≤λmax(−Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1) + λmax(−V (sI + s2(DP − s)−1)V −1)

= − λmin(Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1)− λmin(V (sI + s2(DP − sI)−1)V −1).

We will show that when the singular values of Ai(t) are less than one for each t ∈ T

and i ∈ I, there exists an s ∈ R and P � 0 (satisfying s > λmax(P ) > 0) for which

−λmin(A(t)−TPA(t)−1)− λmin(V (sI + s2(DP − sI)−1)V −1) < 0. (6.5)

The rightmost term of the left-hand side is addressed first. Since DP is diagonal

and similarity transforms are spectrum preserving, given any s > λmax(P ) > 0, the

rightmost term can be rewritten

λmin(V (sI + s2(DP − sI)−1)V −1) = λmin((sI + s2(DP − sI)−1)

= min
λi(P )

(
s+

s2

λi(P )− s

)
=

sλmax(P )

λmax(P )− s
,

where it was assumed in the third equality that s > λmax(P ) > 0, due to (6.3).
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Changing focus, Ostrowski’s Theorem can be utilized on the leftmost term in

(6.5) (that is, λmin(Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1)) and implies that there exists a θi(t) satisfying

the bounds

λmin(Ai(t)−TAi(t)−1) ≤ θi(t) ≤ λmax(Ai(t)−TAi(t)−1)

for which

λmin(Ai(t)−TPAi(t)−1) = θi(t)λmin(P ).

This contributes to rewriting (6.5) as

−θi(t)λmin(P )− sλmax(P )

λmax(P )− s
< 0

−θi(t)λmin(P ) <
sλmax(P )

λmax(P )− s

−θi(t)λmin(P )(λmax(P )− s) > sλmax(P )

−θi(t)λmin(P )λmax(P ) > s(λmax(P )− θiλmin(P ))

1

s
<
λmax(P )− θi(t)λmin(P )

−θ(t)λmin(P )λmax(P )
,

where λmax(P )− s < 0 and s, θi(t), λj(P ) > 0 for all i ∈ I and j = 1, . . . , n.

The dynamics of the switched system and their interaction with the underly-

ing time scale have been “disguised” and packed into the time-varying θi(t), which

depends on a chosen P � 0 and Ai(t) := In + µ(t)Ai at each t ∈ T. There exists a

real number s satisfying both s > λmax(P ) and the above inequality for any positive

values of λmin(P ) and λmax(P ) precisely when the numerator λmax(P )− θ(t)λmin(P )

is negative (since the denominator is). As a result, the existence of an s ∈ R and

P � 0 satisfying the constrained time scale quadratic Lyapunov matrix inequality

(3.8), (3.10) depends on whether the following simplified inequality

λmax(P )

λmin(P )
< θi(t)

can be satisfied for all t ∈ T and i ∈ I.
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It remains to show that this inequality is in fact satisfied whenever the singular

values of Ai(t) are less than one for all t ∈ T and i ∈ I.

Since P is unknown, the explicit values of θi(t) cannot be determined. Fortu-

nately, Ostrowski’s Theorem implies the lower bound

λmin(Ai(t)−TAi(t)−1) ≤ θi(t),

and any positive definite matrix P which satisfies

λmax(P )

λmin(P )
< λmin(Ai(t)−TAi(t)−1)

for all t ∈ T and i ∈ I induces the CQLF VP (x). Since λmax(P ) ≥ λmin(P ), such a

choice is only available when λmin(A(t)−TA(t)−1) > 1.

Rewriting, it is evident that this occurs when

λmin(Ai(t)−TAi(t)−1) > 1

λmin((Ai(t)Ai(t)T )−1) > 1

1

λmax(Ai(t)Ai(t)T )
> 1

λmax(Ai(t)Ai(t)T ) < 1.

Taking the square root of both sides yields the singular values of Ai(t). When

they are less than one, λmin(P ) and λmax(P ) can be chosen satisfying

λmax(P )

λmin(P )
< θi(t),

and there exists an s ∈ R and a P � 0 which satisfy condition three of Finsler’s

Lemma. Since Finsler’s Lemma is a characterization of the constrained quadratic

Lyapunov matrix inequality, which holds for all t ∈ T and i ∈ I, there exists a CQLF

for the system (2.4).

The proof can be naturally modified (by defining A(t) := In + µ(t)Ai(t)) to

prove the existence of a QLF for a switched system of the form (2.5) for which a
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particular switching signal i(t) has been determined. This leads to the following

corollary.

Corollary 6.1. Let T be a discrete time scale, {Ai}i∈I a collection of uniformly re-

gressive matrices, and i(t) a particular switching signal. If the singular values of

In + µ(t)Ai(t) are less than one for each t ∈ T, there exists a quadratic Lyapunov

function for the switched system (2.5).

While λmin(Ai(t)−TAi(t)−1) ≤ θi(t) is a valid lower bound for θi(t), it is cer-

tainly possible for θi(t) > 1 for all t ∈ T while

λmin(A−Ti (t)Ai(t)−1) < 1.

Stated differently, just because λmin(A−Ti (t)Ai(t)−1) ≤ 1 (which is equivalent to

σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) ≥ 1) we cannot infer that a CQLF does not exist. The following

example illustrates this.

Example 6.1. Let T = µZ with µ = 1
5
, and consider the switched system (2.4) with

the subsystem matrices

A1 =


−1 −3 1

0 −3 0

−1 −1 −1

 , A2 =


−2 −1 1

0 −1 0

−1 1 −2

 , and A3 =


−1 −1 2

0 −2 0

−2 2 −1

 .
Computing the relevant singular values, we get

σΣ

(
In +

1

4
A1

)
≈ {1.1323, 0.7906, 0.1746},

σΣ

(
In +

1

4
A2

)
≈ {0.8789, 0.5590, 0.4770},

σΣ

(
In +

1

4
A2

)
≈ {1.0984, 0.9014, 0.4103}.

Even though these matrices are Hilger stable with respect to the given time scale

(which is not a required hypothesis), Theorem 6.1 is inconclusive. However, it was
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established in Example 5.1 that these matrices are simultaneously triangularizable

and that

VP (x) = xT


1 0 0

0 7
3

0

0 0 1

x
was a CQLF for the switched system under arbitrary switching over any time scale

with µmax = 1
4
.

Despite the inconclusiveness of Theorem 6.1 (which stems from the chosen

time scale), given the time scale defined by µ(t) ≡ 3
50

, the relevant singular values

are

σΣ

(
In +

3

50
A1

)
≈ {0.999, 0.942, 0.773},

σΣ

(
In +

3

50
A2

)
≈ {0.963, 0.882, 0.861},

σΣ

(
In +

3

50
A2

)
≈ {.991, 0.948, 0.841}.

Over this adjusted time scale, the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied and the

existence of a CQLF satisfying the eigenvalue bounds

λmin(P ) > .99λmax(P )

is guaranteed. The Hilger circle associated with µ = 3
50

is much larger than the Hilger

circle associated with µ = 1
4
. As a result, while the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are

much less stringent with respect to the subsystem matrices, the hypotheses might

potentially require more conservative constraints on the time scale.

By appealing to Corollary 6.1, a QLF for certain switched systems of the form

(2.5) over any time scale consisting of both graininesses µ1 = 1
4

and µ2 = 3
50

can

be determined. In particular, any switching signal i(t) which satisfies i(t) = 2 when

µ(t) = 1
4

and i(t) ∈ {1, 2, 3} when µ(t) = 3
50

will satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary

6.1 and imply the existence of a QLF for the switched system x∆ = Ai(t)x.
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Furthermore, we can adapt Theorem 6.1 to provide conditions on the time

scale that imply the existence of a CQLF, similar to Theorems 4.6 and 5.6.

Corollary 6.2. Let T be a discrete time scale and {Ai}i∈I a set of uniformly regressive

matrices. If T and i(t) satisfy

µ(t) < −
λmax(Ai(t) + ATi(t))

λmax(ATi(t)Ai(t))
,

then there exists a QLF for the switched system (2.5).

Proof. Suppose that T and i(t) satisfy

µ(t) < −
λmax(Ai(t) + ATi(t))

λmax(ATi(t)Ai(t))
.

Then

λmax(Ai(t) + ATi(t)) + λmax(µ(t)ATi(t)Ai(t)) < 0

λmax(Ai(t) + ATi(t) + µ(t)ATi(t)Ai(t)) < 0

λj(Ai(t) + ATi(t) + µ(t)ATi(t)Ai(t)) < 0

1 + µ(t)λj(Ai(t) + ATi(t) + µ(t)ATi(t)Ai(t)) < 1

λj(In + µ(t)Ai(t) + µ(t)ATi(t) + µ(t)2ATi(t)Ai(t)) < 1

λj
(
(In + µ(t)Ai(t))(In + µ(t)Ai(t))

T
)
< 1

σjΣ(In + µ(t)Ai(t)) < 1,

for all t ∈ T and j = 1, . . . , n, where Weyl’s Spectral Theorem was applied to

the Hermitian matrices Ai(t) + ATi(t) and µ(t)ATi(t)Ai(t) in the second inequality. By

Theorem 6.1, there exists a QLF for the switched system (2.5).

Naturally, if T satisfies

µmax < −
λmax(Ai + ATi )

λmax(ATi Ai)

for all i = 1, . . . , N then the above proof implies the existence of a CQLF for the

switched system (2.4). While it is always the case that the eigenvalues λj(A
T
i Ai)
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are positive for all j = 1, . . . , n, it does not necessarily follow that λj(Ai +ATi ) < 0,

even if spec(Ai) ⊂ C−. As a result, it is possible for the preceding theorem to be

inconclusive.

Example 6.2. The relevant quantities in the previous corollary for the three subsys-

tem matrices in Example 6.1 are

−λmax(A1 + AT1 )

λmax(AT1A1)
= 0.0128,

−λmax(A2 + AT2 )

λmax(AT2A2)
= 0.1732,

−λmax(A3 + AT3 )

λmax(AT3A3)
= 0.0444.

Since these matrices are simultaneously triangularizable, Theorem 5.5 implies

the existence of a CQLF for any time scale with µmax <
1
4
, and it was shown that the

hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are met with µmax <
3
50

. Neither of these graininesses are

less than the above values. In fact, to satisfy Corollary 6.2 would require a time scale

whose largest graininess is µmax ≈ 3
250

. Evidently, the requirements of Corollary 6.2

are much more conservative than prior results. The upshot of this corollary is that

it is now possible to construct time scales and switching signals for arbitrary (not

necessarily simultaneously triangularizable) switched systems akin to Theorems 4.6,

5.6, and their corollaries.

The hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.1 lend themselves to a very

nice geometric interpretation. Given a time scale and a set of uniformly regressive

matrices, one can deduce stable switching behavior for a given switching signal i(t)

as long as the matrix In + µ(t)Ai(t) is a “contraction” when viewed as a linear

transformation from Rn to Rn for all t ∈ T (in the sense that its singular values are

less than one). Furthermore, if In +µ(t)Ai is a “contraction” for all t ∈ T and i ∈ I,

then the constructed QLF is actually a CQLF and the system (2.4) is stable under

arbitrary switching.
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Unlike in previous chapters, in the proofs of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.1 no

conditions are placed on the eigenvectors of the Lyapunov function. Previously, a

(C)QLF was constructed whose eigenvectors depended on the unitary matrix which

either simultaneously diagonalized or triangularized the subsystem matrices. While

no restrictions were made on the spectrum of the subsystems in Theorem 6.1 and

Corollary 6.1, it is clear that at the very least their eigenvalues must be in the left

half plane. As it will be shown in the next section, certain theorems from previous

chapters can be considered special cases of Theorem 6.1; in doing so, the require-

ment in the referenced theorems that the subsystems must be Hilger stable occurs

naturally. However, it is evident from Example 6.1 that just because subsystem

matrices are Hilger stable, the specified singular value criteria of Theorem 6.1 and

Corollary 6.1 are not immediately implied.

6.2 Singular Value Constraints

In previous chapters, the placement of eigenvalues with respect to Hilger circles

determined the existence of (C)QLFs. Motivated by Theorem 6.1, we now investigate

the role that the singular values of In + µ(t)Ai play in determining when different

types of QLFs exist. The most basic of these is proven below, while several of the

other results stem as corollaries to Theorem 6.1. Any of the results below can be

naturally modified to imply the existence of a QLF for a switched system of the

form (2.5) by modifying the hypotheses to be satisfied over all t ∈ T for a particular

switching signal i(t).

Theorem 6.2. Let T be a discrete time scale and {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a set of uniformly

regressive matrices. Then VIn(x) = xT Inx is a common quadratic Lyapunov function

for the switched system (2.4) if and only if

σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1, for all t ∈ T and all i ∈ I.

Proof. Let t ∈ T and i ∈ I. We show that σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1 is equivalent to
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LTa(Ai, In, µ(t)) ≺ 0, which implies that VIn(x) is a CQLF for the switched system

(2.4). This follows from the proceeding inequalities:

σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1√

λmax((In + µ(t)Ai)(In + µ(t)Ai)T ) < 1

λmax((In + µ(t)Ai)(In + µ(t)ATi )) < 1

1 + µ(t)λmax(Ai + ATi + µ(t)AiA
T
i ) < 1

λmax(Ai + ATi + µ(t)AiA
T
i ) < 0

LTa(ATi , I, µ(t)) ≺ 0

LTa(Ai, In, µ(t))T ≺ 0

LTa(Ai, In, µ(t)) ≺ 0.

Notice that in the first four lines it is necessary for µ(t) 6= 0, which was assumed the

the hypotheses.

Theorem 6.2 is a complete generalization of Theorem 4.2 from compact sets of

normal matrices to arbitrary sets of general matrices. This is shown in the corollary

below.

Corollary 6.3. Let T be a discrete time scale and {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a set of uniformly

regressive normal matrices. Then

σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1, for all t ∈ T and all i ∈ I

if and only if Ai is Hilger stable for all i ∈ I.

Proof. Let Ai be a normal uniformly regressive matrix, then In + µ(t)Ai is also

normal since

(In + µ(t)Ai)
∗(In + µ(t)Ai) = In + µ(t)A∗i + µ(t)Ai + µ(t)2A∗iAi

= In + µ(t)A∗i + µ(t)Ai + µ(t)2AiA
∗
i
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= (In + µ(t)Ai)(In + µ(t)Ai)
∗.

As a result, the singular values of In + µ(t)Ai are the square roots of the norms of

its eigenvalues. Let t ∈ T and i ∈ I, then for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

σjΣ(In + µ(t)Ai) < 1√
|λj(In + µ(t)Ai)| < 1

|λj(In + µ(t)Ai)|2 < 1

λj(In + µ(t)Ai)λj(In + µ(t)Ai) < 1

(1 + µ(t)λij)(1 + µ(t)λij) < 1

1 + µ(t)λij + µ(t)λij + µ(t)2λijλ
i
j < 1

2 Reλij + µ(t)|λij| < 0

g(λij, µ(t)) < 0,

where λij ∈ spec(Ai). Again, it is necessary here for µ(t) 6= 0, which was contained

in the hypotheses. By Lemma 2.1, this condition is equivalent to each subsystem

matrix being Hilger stable.

Theorem 6.2 can also be viewed as a partial generalization of Theorem 4.9 from

compact sets of simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable matrices to arbitrary sets of

general matrices. The proof of Theorem 4.9 hinged upon the fact that the matrices

were simultaneously diagonalizable by a unitary matrix; a set of matrices satisfies

this property if and only if it is a set of pairwise commuting normal matrices [22].

However, Theorem 6.2 is only considered a partial generalization, since Theorem

4.9 dictated that as long as the subsystem matrices were Hilger stable, arbitrary

eigenvalue bounds could be placed on a CQLF, while Theorem 6.2 only posits the

existence of VIn(x) as a CQLF.

Corollary 6.4. Let T be a time scale and {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n a uniformly regressive set
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of pairwise commuting normal matrices. Then

σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1, for all t ∈ T and all i ∈ I

if and only if Ai is Hilger stable for all i ∈ I.

Proof. Let t ∈ T and i ∈ I. It was shown in Theorem 6.2 that

σmax
Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1

is equivalent to

LTa(Ai, Iµ(t)) ≺ 0.

Because the normal matrices are pairwise commutative, they are simultaneously

diagonalizable by a single unitary matrix U [22]. This, coupled with the fact that

LTa(Ai, Iµ(t)) ≺ 0, implies that for all j = 1, . . . , n,

λj(U
∗D∗iU + U∗DiU + µ(t)U∗D∗iUU

∗DiU) < 0

λj(U
∗(D∗i +Di + µ(t)D∗iDi)U) < 0

λj(D
∗
i +Di + µ(t)D∗iDi) < 0

2 Re(λij) + µ(t)|λij| < 0

g(λij, µ(t)) < 0.

Again, Lemma 2.1 implies that each of the subsystem matrices is Hilger stable.

If Lyapunov functions other than the square of the Euclidean norm are desired,

we must appeal to Theorem 6.1, since the QLF posited in the proof of Theorem 6.1

satisfies

λmin(P )

λmax(P )
< σmax

Σ (In + µ(t)Ai) < 1.

Since the following theorems are proven as corollaries to Theorem 6.1, it will

be assumed that the underlying time scales are discrete. However, like Theorem 6.1,
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we can now prove results for switched systems whose subsystem matrices do not

necessarily form a compact set.

It was shown in Theorem 4.2 that the square of the Euclidean norm is a CQLF

for a switched system comprised of normal matrices if and only if each subsystem

matrix was Hilger. Other CQLFs were not explored until additional hypotheses were

added (namely, that the subsystem matrices be simultaneously diagonalizable by a

unitary transform, equivalent to pairwise commutativity). Using Theorem 6.1, we

can show the existence of non-identity CQLFs for normal switched systems.

Corollary 6.5. Let T be a discrete time scale and {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a set of normal

Hilger matrices. Then there exists a common quadratic Lyapunov function of the

form VP (x) with P 6= δIn for all δ > 0.

Proof. Since each Ai is normal, it follows that In + µ(t)Ai is normal for all t ∈ T

and the singular values of In + µ(t)Ai are of the form

σjΣ(In + µ(t)Ai) =
√
|λj(In + µ(t)Ai)|,

for all i ∈ I, j = 1, . . . , n, and t ∈ T. Since each Ai is Hilger, then for each

λij ∈ spec(Ai) and each t ∈ T,

2 Reλij + µ(t)|λij| < 0

1 + 2µ(t)λijλ̄
i
j + µ(t)2|λij| < 1

(1 + µ(t)λij)(1 + µ(t)λ̄ij) < 1

λj(In + µ(t)Ai)λj(In + µ(t)Ai) < 1

|λj(In + µ(t)Ai)|2 < 1

|λj(In + µ(t)Ai)| < 1√
|λj(In + µ(t)Ai)| < 1

σjΣ(In + µ(t)Ai) < 1.
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As a result, the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied, and thus there exists a

CQLF satisfying

λmin(P )

λmax(P )
< σjΣ(In + µ(t)Ai) < 1,

which implies P 6= δIn for all δ > 0.

Similarly, Theorem 6.1 can be used to prove a result related to Theorem 4.9,

albeit the result below implies the existence of a CQLF with particular eigenvalue

bounds (unlike Theorem 4.9, which implied the existence of a CQLF with fixed

eigenvectors but arbitrary positive eigenvalues). Akin to the previous corollary, the

compactness requirement is dropped and the necessity of a discrete time scale is

added.

Corollary 6.6. Let T be a discrete time scale and {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a set of si-

multaneously unitarily diagonalizable Hilger matrices. Then there exists a common

quadratic Lyapunov function for the switched system (2.4).

Proof. Let T be a disconnected time scale and {Ai}i∈I = {UDiU
∗}i∈I be a set

of simultaneously diagonalizable normal Hilger matrices. It will be shown that the

subsystem matrices satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 precisely when they satisfy

the hypotheses of Theorem 4.9. That is, the singular values of In + µ(t)Ai for

simultaneously diagonalizable normal Ai are less than one for all t ∈ T and i ∈ I if

and only if they are Hilger stable.

Since the matrices are simultaneously diagonalizable, the singular values of

In + µ(t)Ai (denoted σjΣ(In + µ(t)Ai)) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 if and

only if the following inequalities hold for all j = 1, . . . , n:

σjΣ(In + µ(t)Ai) < 1√
λj((In + µ(t)Ai)(In + µ(t)Ai)T ) < 1

λj(In + µ(t)Ai + µ(t)ATi + µ(t)2AiA
T
i ) < 1
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1 + µ(t)λj(Ai + ATi + µ(t)AiA
T
i ) < 1

λj(Ai + ATi + µ(t)AiA
T
i ) < 0

λj(UDiU
∗ + UD∗iU + µ(t)UDiU

∗UD∗iU
∗) < 0

λj(Di +D∗i + µ(t)D∗iDi) < 0

2 Reλij + µ(t)|λij| < 0

g(λij, µ(t)) < 0,

for λij ∈ spec(Ai). By Lemma 2.1 this is equivalent to the subsystem matrices being

Hilger stable.

All of the previous results contained in this section for normal matrices are a

product of the relationship between singular values of In + µ(t)Ai being less than

one and g(λij, µ(t)) being negative. Unfortunately, it is not known that such a

relationship (if any) holds for sets simultaneously triangularizable matrices. As a

result, while Theorem 6.1 can be seen as a generalization of Theorem 5.5 due to less

restrictive hypotheses on the subsystem matrices, it is not known exactly to what

extent the theorem is generalized.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusions and Further Research

Throughout this work, appealing to Lyapunov’s Second Method has produced

an effective method of establishing the stability of switched systems over time scale

domains. In particular, it has been shown that searching for QLFs yields several nice

results with tractable hypotheses. The containment scheme for the class of matrices

considered and their interrelated properties are shown in Figure 7.1.

normal

simultaneously
unitarily
diagonalizable
(SUD)

simultaneously triangularizable (ST)

square
(triangularizable)

pairwise commutative (PC)
diagonalizable

simultaneously
diagonalizable
(SD)

Figure 7.1. An inclusion diagram for the systems considered; the sizes are not to scale.

In addition, the relationships between the different theorems and results con-

tained in this work are illustrated in Figure 7.2.
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In considering properties of the subsystem matrices that allow for the existence

of a (C)QLF, one of the primary results of this dissertation was Theorem 5.5 and its

Corollary 5.2, which stated the result in Lie algebraic terms. It has been established

that on R the result can be extended as follows:

Theorem 7.1. [1] Let {Ai}i∈I ⊆ Rn×n be a compact set of matrices whose generated

Lie algebra has Levi decomposition g = r⊕ s, where s is compact. Then there exists

a common quadratic Lyapunov function for the switched system ẋ ∈ {Aix}i∈I .

This is a generalization of the T = R case of Theorem 5.5 in the sense that the

Levi decomposition rewrites a given Lie algebra into a semi-direct sum of its radical

(the largest solvable ideal) and a semi-simple subalgebra. When the Lie algebra of

a switched system g is solvable, this decomposition becomes g = r ⊕ 0, and the 0

subalgebra is trivially compact.

It is worth noting that Theorem 7.1, or anything analogous to it, has not been

proven over the discrete Z domain. While Hilger [21] has set the foundation for

adapting Lie theory to a time scales setting, there is still much research to be done

to develop his theory to the point of addressing time scale Levi decompositions. On

R, addressing the structure arising from the Lie algebra generated by subsystem

matrices benefits from the fact that the matrix exponential, exp(At) : g→ G, which

relates a Lie algebra with its Lie group, coincides with the solution to the matrix

initial value problem

Ẋ = AX, X(0) = I.

Since exp(·) is not the solution to time scale matrix initial value problems, Lie theory

for time scales needed to be adapted to consider the time scale matrix exponential.

The proof for Theorem 7.1 relies on the fact that a Levi decomposition allows

one to write each subsystem matrix as the sum of a simultaneously triangulariz-

able matrix and a matrix with purely imaginary eigenvalues (since s is compact).
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This type of result has remained elusive on Z since matrices with purely imaginary

eigenvalues do not have trajectories which are Lyapunov stable (oscillatory with-

out asymptotic convergence to the equilibrium), which is the situation on R. Since

systems over time scale domains only have oscillatory trajectories when their eigen-

values lie on the boundary of the exponential stability region S(T) or a given Hilger

circle, an appropriate generalization to this theorem is conjectured here.

Conjecture 7.1. Let T be a time scale and {Ai}i∈I ⊂ Rn×n be a compact collection

of matrices. Suppose there exists a decomposition

Ai = ri ⊕µ(t) si := ri + si + µ(t)risi

for all t ∈ T where the matrices {ri}i∈I are simultaneously triangularizable and the

eigenvalues of each {si}i∈I are contained on the boundary of the smallest Hilger

circle. Then there exists a CQLF for the switched system (2.4).

Moreover, given a particular switching signal i(t), if there exists a decomposi-

tion

Ai(t) = ri(t) ⊕µ(t) si(t) := ri(t) + si(t) + µ(t)ri(t)si(t)

for each t ∈ T where ri(t) = UTi(t)U
∗ (U unitary, T upper triangular) and the

eigenvalues of si(t) are contained on the boundary of the active Hilger circle, then

there exists a QLF for the switched system (2.5).

Notice that this would imply that CQLFs for these types of systems could only

exist on time scales with uniform graininess since the Ai are not time-varying. The

problem outlined above is an interesting open question and could explain how the

results in Chapters Five and Six are related.

Other further research includes the investigation of multiple Lyapunov func-

tions and piecewise defined Lyapunov functions over time scale domains. These

have been put use with great success in dealing with systems containing “highly
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unstable” subsystems, i.e., those with eigenvalues in the right-half complex plane.

In addition, while the existence of a quadratic Lyapunov function is not necessary to

prove stability, it has been shown on R that the existence of a piecewise defined (not

necessarily quadratic) Lyapunov function is a necessary and sufficient condition for

for the global uniform exponential stability of a switched system. Thus, any result

in this direction would be worthwhile.

Finally, some of the results on R and Z referenced in this work have nice

extensions to nonlinear systems since Lyapunov theory holds in the nonlinear case.

These results hinge on the vector fields generated by the subsystem matrices, and

could be extended to consider time scale domain vector fields if the appropriate

theory for vector fields was developed.
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